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ABSTRACT
Coastal erosion and shoreline retreat has become a major challenge due to sea
level rise. Green Hill Pond beach is located along the southern shore of Rhode
Island, which is made up of multiple wave-dominated barriers fronting coastal
ponds. This area is susceptible to flooding due to a combination (hurricanes and
Nor’easters), sea level rise, and erosion. The eastern end of Green Hill Pond is
particularly vulnerable to erosion and flooding due to it being a relatively lowlying region.
The first part of this thesis assessed the impact of various storms (10, 20,
and 30-year return period) on the low-lying region of Green Hill Pond using numerical model XBeach. After the initial assessment was completed, an additional
assessment of the impact of a dune restoration in the area was done. This analysis
showed a 4 m dune above NAVD88 would help improve the resiliency of the pond
and surrounding area during each of the return period storms with the largest
impact being during a 10-year storm.
The second part of this thesis looked at using the coupled XBeach-Duna model
to simulate the longterm morphodynamics of the area near Green Hill Pond from
2011 to 2018. The focus of the second part was modeling the recovery of the
beach following Hurricane Sandy in 2012. This assessment showed that the model
has the ability to simulate longterm coastal processes including aeolian driven
sediment transport for this region. Results showed a relatively good agreement
between calculated and observed unit volume changes as well as morphological
changes by comparing beach and dune profiles. There were some discrepancies
with observed data that could be the result of almost a year worth of wave data
gap or due to simplifications and assumptions made in the model.
Many simplifications and assumptions were made in the pre-processing phase

for model set up such as representative single values for wave data and wind speed
for each event. These assumptions and simplifications were necessary to create
a time series for an eight year period using the available data. Further work
can implement more advanced models that include process such as the sediment
transport between a nearshore and regional model as well as better simulation of
longshore transport.
As this model is a process-based model it can be used to project shoreline
changes in the future in response to sea level rise. This is one of the benefits of
using a process-based model over a data based model which is more difficult to use
to make future predictions.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
1.1

Background
The North Atlantic coast of the United States has experienced flooding and

coastal erosion due to a combination of severe storms (hurricanes and Nor’easters)
and sea level rise (SLR). Vecchi et al. (2021) discuss reasons for the recent increase
in hurricanes impacting the coast could be due to a multitude of reasons (such as
a decrease in hurricanes in the 1960’s to 1980’s due to aerosols and a change in
observing practices) but are likely not due large century-scale increases. With a
potential for previous 100-year flooding scenarios to occur more frequently in this
region, coastal flooding and erosion are going to become more prominent issues
with time (Marsooli et al., 2019). Recent global satellite image analysis has shown
over a 33 year period, 48% of sandy beaches are stable (not eroding or accreting)
while 28% are accreting and the remaining 24% are eroding (Luijendijk et al.,
2018). Understanding of the longterm coastal morphology is necessary to best
protect coastal communities, develop sustainable community plans, and engineer
protection and restoration options.
Beach morphology depends on many factors including wave height, water elevation, and sediment grain size. Multiple empirical formulations for general beach
profile shape have been developed over the years, each depends on di↵erent environmental parameters. The initial expression is the equilibrium beach profile
derived by Bruun (1954) and subsequently updated by Dean (1977) which considers sediment grain size (Komar, 1998; USACE, 2002b). The general form of
the equilibrium beach profile can be seen below in Equation 1 where h is the water depth, y is the distance to shore, and A is the sediment scale parameter and
depends sediment grain size (Komar, 1998; USACE, 2002b). This expression has
1

been modified over time to include other environmental factors a↵ecting beach
profile shape such as wave energy flux, and water depth (Komar, 1998; Rosati
et al., 2013). One of the modifications to the Bruun rule by Rosati et al. (2013)
updated the equation to incorporate landward sediment movement as a result of
storms. Even with the modifications made to this expression, it does not include
cross-shore profile variability such as longshore bars (Komar, 1998). There are
some who argue the use of the Bruun Rule should be discontinued due to the very
specific conditions which must be met in order to use the formula (rarely ever met
in nature), and its inability to reproduce results which match observations (Cooper
and Pilkey, 2004).

h(y) = Ay 2/3 (Bruun, 1954; Dean, 1977)

(1)

Erosion and coastal morphology results from changes in environmental forces.
Sallenger (2000) discusses four di↵erent regimes which can be impacted by storm
conditions, swash, collision, overwash, and inundation regimes. These di↵erent
regimes can be used to classify damage associated with a specific event, for example
water levels impacting the swash regime result in less damage than water levels
resulting in inundation of the barrier (Sallenger, 2000). Many regions experience
seasonal beach changes as a result of higher wave energy during the winter months.
The higher energy pulls sediment from the berm o↵shore to form a sandbar, these
sandbars help to protect coastal regions during the higher wave energy periods by
causing waves to break further o↵shore (Larson and Kraus, 1994). The sediment
originally pulled o↵shore into a sandbar is pushed back onto the berm when the
wave energy begins to dissipate in the summer months (Schwarzer et al., 2003).
Seasonal events impacting only the swash regime have less of an impact and recover
more quickly than changes cause by storms that impact the collision, overwash
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regime, or inundation regimes (Sallenger, 2000). Hurricanes and Nor’easters cause
an increase in water elevation with storm surge and higher wave heights increasing
the o↵shore wave energy; this also results in erosion of the beach system. Storm
events cause erosion at faster rates than the seasonal changes discussed above often
times in the course of a few hours (Lee et al., 1998; Houser et al., 2015). The beach
and dunes impacted can recover following storm events. This recovery process can
take years for the beach system to reach their pre-storm conditions; the time
required for the system to recover depends on factors such as time period between
events, amount of erosion, and winter weather conditions (Morton et al., 1994;
Houser et al., 2015). Successive events decreases the time the beach has to rebuild
between events thus resulting in more significant erosion from the second event and
therefore a longer restoration process (Lee et al., 1998). Forcing factors impacting
coastal morphology can be split into di↵erent geological timescales, micro-scale
(individual events), meso-scale (seasonal and decadal changes), and macro-scale
(century and millennia changes) (Schwarzer et al., 2003; Sherman and Bauer, 1993).
A description of forcing functions at each timescale adapted from Schwarzer et al.
(2003) can be seen below in Table 1. This study focuses on micro and meso-scale
morphodynamics of a coastal barrier system.
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Table 1. Timescale of forcing functions in nearshore coastal morphology adapted
from Schwarzer et al. (2003).
Timescale
(years)
0.1

Timescale
(termonology)
Micro-scale

1

Micro-scale

10

Meso-scale

100

Macro-scale

1000

Macro-scale

Forcing Function
Events (storm surge, flooding,
water-level fluctuation due to seiches)
Seasons (upper shoreface variability,
calm and/or stormy weather periods)
Decades (response to shore protection, dune
ridge formation, sea-level fluctuations)
Centuries (macro-scale sediment balances, wind
climate, sea-level fluctuations)
Millennia (macro-scale sediment balances,
sea-level variations, climate, neotectonics)

According to Sherman and Bauer (1993) landforms in the coastal region are
dominated by nearshore hydrodynamics and beach and dune aerodynamics. Therefore, longterm coastal morphology should consider sediment transport driven by
both hydrodynamic processes and aerodynamic processes in the nearshore region.
Beach slope, grain size, and width of beach all impact aeolian processes causing
sediment transport by influencing the amount of sediment available for transport
(Sherman and Bauer, 1993). Locals winds cause shear stress on sediment on the
beaches and dunes and as a result will initiate sediment movement when a threshold
shear stress value is met; this is similar to bed load sediment transport in the swash
zone regime (Sherman and Bauer, 1993). As dunes are elevated above the natural
runup region of the nearshore, their regrowth following storm events is driven by
aeolian sediment transport instead of hydrodynamic. During storm events when
dunes are impacted by runup and surge (collision regime (Sallenger, 2000)), sediment transport is primarily driven by the hydrodynamic processes (Sherman and
Bauer, 1993). This goes to show the integrative nature of aeolian and hydrodynamic sediment transport in longterm coastal morphology. Lastly, dunes are an
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important aspect to sediment transport during storm conditions as they are the
main supply of sediment and can protect against severe damage landward as a
result (Sherman and Bauer, 1993).
Hurricane Sandy impacted the east coast of the United States making landfall
in New Jersey in 2012. Despite its location away from the center of the storm,
the southern shore of Rhode Island was impacted by the storm; coastal erosion
and flooding occurred in many regions as a result. The southern shore of Rhode
Island is made up of a barrier consisting of sandy-dune systems fronting coastal
ponds (Boothroyd et al., 1985). Barriers are constantly changing coastal systems,
intended to change with the changing environment. Human development of these
systems and high population densities along the southern shore present a need for
protection against coastal flooding and potential damage from severe storms. An
understanding of long-term impacts of climate change and natural morphology of
dune systems is necessary to determine the best protection methods in this area.
Two main methods of protecting against erosion and damage to infrastructure and communities during storm events are hard structures and living shorelines. Living shoreline is a broad term for any protection method which focuses
on building with nature in coastal areas (Bilkovic et al., 2017). These designs
typically avoid using any hard structures to help protect from erosion, however,
they are only suitable in low wave energy regions and when implemented in higher
energy areas can be coupled with structures to create a hybrid hard structure,
living shoreline design (Bilkovic et al., 2017). A couple of examples of living shorelines include, beach replenishment, shellfish reefs, wetlands, dune restorations, and
added vegetation. The main benefit of living shorelines when compared with hard
structures is their ability to adapt with changing environmental factors such as
sea level rise as a result of climate change; hard structures do not have the same
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ability to change or adapt and when they are breached can cause more damage to
surrounding areas (Bilkovic et al., 2017).
Coastal construction projects can impact habitats in the immediate and surrounding areas. Special care has to be made to avoid impacting or destroying Atlantic Coasts Piping Plover (Charadrius melodus) habitats on the southern shore of
Rhode Island as they are a threatened species as a part of the Endangered Species
Act (USFWS, 1996). The Endangered Species Act of 1973 protects endangered and
threatened species by preventing any significant habitat modification and degradation, this includes any new construction projects (United States , 1983). Major
habitat modifications can cause harassment to the species which can disrupt their
normal behavior patters including breeding, feeding, and shelter seeking (Bilkovic
et al., 2017). Coastal development and human disturbance have been leading reasons for the decline in piping plover populations in Rhode Island. Piping plovers
nest above the high tide line in areas of little vegetation (USFWS, 1996). Nesting
habitat for piping plovers are found in regions where overwash has occurred during
storm events because the region is at a lower elevation and unvegetated and the
birds have easy access between the ocean and coastal ponds (Walker et al., 2019).
Multiple piping plover nests have been found along the southern shore of Rhode
Island following Hurricane Sandy in 2012, specifically in the area of Green Hill
Pond where overwash occurred during the event; these nestings can be seen in
Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Locations of Piping Plover nests at Green Hill Beach from 2014-2020
(USFWS, unpublished data), figure taken from Green Hill Pond Shoreline Adaptation Study report (Hashemi et al., 2020).
1.2

Research Objectives
There are two main research objectives for this thesis:
• The first objective is to simulate various return period storm events using
numerical model XBeach (Roelvink et al., 2009) and determine the response
of current dune conditions and a reconstructed dune on the beach near Green
Hill Pond on the south shore of Rhode Island for each event.
• The second objective is to investigate and model the seasonal and longterm
morphodynamic changes of the beach and dune near Green Hill Pond, RI.
This objective will be met through using coupled numerical models to fur-
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ther study the processes leading to a natural beach recovery following storm
events.
1.3

Selected Literature Review
A selective literature review was conducted to evaluate the feasibility of using

numerical models to simulate individual storm impact on the southern shore of
Rhode Island and select a method for simulating longterm morphodynamic changes
of the same area. The review also provided valuable information on previous
estimations for longshore sediment transport, an important factor in longterm
morphology. Section 1.3.1 investigates previous studies in the southern shore of
Rhode Island including those which used numerical model XBeach (Roelvink et al.,
2009) to simulate storm response in the area. Section 1.3.2 provides information
on two related coastal resilience projects (one completed and one current) in the
area of Green Hill Pond specifically. A selective review of numerical model XBeach
used to model coastal erosion during storms is presented in section 1.3.3. Lastly,
section 1.3.4 analyzes various models used to predict and evaluate longterm beach
morphology specifically focused on beach recovery following storm events.
1.3.1

Previous Studies in the South Shore of Rhode Island

XBeach (Roelvink et al., 2009) has been used in multiple case studies on the
southern Shore of Rhode Island. These studies simulated the response of a 100-year
return period design storm (Schambach et al., 2018) and investigated the response
of the beach with various coastal protection methods (Hayward et al., 2018). This
thesis used information previously determined for the region from these two case
studies and looks to expand the understanding of processes impacting the southern
shore of Rhode Island during storm events.
Previously, Schambach et al. (2018) used numerical model XBeach to simu-
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late a 100-year return period storm on the southern shore of Rhode Island near
Charlestown Beach in front of Ninigret Pond. The ability of XBeach to accurately
simulate erosion volume as a result of Hurricane Irene in the same region as this
thesis was determined; this shows XBeach can simulate coastal erosion for storm
events on the southern shore of Rhode Island. Hurricane Irene was used for the
cited study to calibrate the model which would later be used to simulate the 100year return period storm in the cited study. The calibration process led to a better
understanding of the importance of the wave skewness and asymmetry parameter
(facua) in XBeach and the model’s sensitivity of this variable in erosion amounts.
Schambach et al. (2018) also determined XBeach can model the role of vegetation
coverage in the area, a Manning Coefficient bed friction parameter was used, simulating both a constant and spatially variable friction. This comparison between
spatially variable friction and constant friction improved the model performance
and therefore led to better predictions for design storms. The friction and vegetation comparisons by Schambach et al. (2018) also showed the importance of
vegetation in protecting sandy dune systems from erosion (i.e. vegetation helps to
reduce the amount of erosion which occurs during storm events).
Another case study was conducted on the south shore of Rhode Island in which
the performance of coastal protection methods (i.e. living shorelines) recommended
by the Woods Hole Group were investigated by numerical modeling (Hayward
et al., 2018). Hayward et al. (2018) considered beach replenishment, an engineered
cored dune, living breakwater, and a recreation surfing reef as methods to increase
resiliency in this area. The protection methods which improved the dunes and
beaches were determined to be more e↵ective than the o↵shore based methods
such as artificial reefs. Historical storms including Hurricane Sandy and Hurricane
Irene, were first simulated to calibrate parameters used in modeling the di↵erent
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shoreline protection methods for 25 and 50 year return period storms, similar to
Schambach et al. (2018). Hayward et al. (2018) helped to show the ability of
XBeach to simulate various protection methods and provide information on the
possible performance of these methods when implemented. The cited study did
not include comparisons of the results to data as these protection methods had
not been in place on the southern shore of Rhode Island.
Two previous master students at the University of Rhode Island used numerical models to investigate the performance of an artificial reef. Brandes (2020)
utilized previous literature on artificial reefs to develop a design for an artificial
reef o↵shore of Green Hill Pond, RI on the southern shore of Rhode Island and
used the numerical model XBeach to assess the performance of the artificial reef
for mitigating erosion during storm events. The cited study considered various
shapes and locations for the artificial reef using XBeach to assess the impact of
these artificial reef parameters on sediment processes in the nearshore. Brandes
(2020) determined reef width had an impact of the artificial reef on the shoreline,
noting a wider reef resulted in more accretion. Gardner (2020) also assessed the
impact of an artificial reef in the same area as Brandes (2020) using numerical
model FUNWAVE (Shi et al., 2012). The cited study found the artificial reef to
reduce the wave energy but noted erosion was not found to reduce with the artificial reef. Noticeable di↵erences in amount of erosion and accretion was found
when sediment transport in the cited study using FUNWAVE was compared to the
XBeach simulations from Brandes (2020) (Gardner, 2020). Gardner (2020) notes
the short simulation durations could be one of the reasons for the di↵erences in
amounts of sediment transport.
Multiple transects along the southern shore of Rhode Island have been monitored since the early 1960’s first initiated by Dr. Robert McMaster (Vinhateiro,
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2012). Profile data from these transects has been used to investigate long and
short term climate cycles by students at the Graduate School of Oceanography at
the University of Rhode Island (Davis, 2017; Vinhateiro, 2012). Vinhateiro (2012)
analyzed the data from the multiple transect along the southern shore of Rhode
Island finding variabilities in the profiles possibly corresponding to climate cycles.
Vinhateiro (2012) found annual variability in the profile changes thought to be
caused by seasonal changes in frequency of coastal storms, and a 5 to 10 year
oscillation at most of the sites. The cited study noted the need for data over a
longer period of time to determine if some of the fluctuations observed resulted
from longterm trends. Davis (2017) also found multiple peaks of frequency to
represent periodicity in the profiles; the first periodicity was 21 to 22 year, the
second corresponded to a periodicity of 5 to 8 years, and lastly determined a periodicity of about 1 year. This analysis helped to determine possible relationships
between climatic cycles and the geomorphology of the southern shore of Rhode
Island (Davis, 2017). Davis (2017) also developed an artificial neural network for
one of the transects to predict and model the profile changes over time. The cited
study found the artificial neural network tended to underestimate volume at the
transect but overall had acceptable results. Davis (2017) noted some downsides of
using the artificial neural network to model and predict changes was the inability
to remove input parameters to understand their impact and that they model was
unable to be utilized at a di↵erent transect without retraining it for that specific
location.
STORMTOOLS (Spaulding et al., 2016, 2017, 2020b) is an interactive map for
the Rhode Island coast that provides flooding levels during various return period
storms for cases with various levels of sea level rise and cases without sea level
rise. These maps were developed with fully coupled surge and wave models after
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the National Research Council (NRC) released concerns in the methodology for
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) Flood Insurance Rate Maps
(FIRM) (Spaulding et al., 2017). The inundation maps have been extended to
include design elevation maps that are now used by the Rhode Island Coastal
Resources Management Council (CRMC) for permitting (Spaulding et al., 2020b).
A Coastal Environmental Risk Index (CERI) was developed by Spaulding et al.
(2016) to predict potential damage to structures and infrastructure as a result
of various return period storms. STORMTOOLS and CERI maps allow users to
determine expected amounts of water and damage to specific areas and properties
during storm events. Another study by Grilli et al. (2017) investigated the impact
of a 100-year return period storm near Charlestown, Rhode Island using a similar
method as the CERI Spaulding et al. (2016) but also considered changes in the
coastline as a result of sea level rise. Grilli et al. (2017) considered intact dunes,
eroded dunes, no sea level rise, and a sea level rise of 0.6 m and 2.1 m based on
sea level rise predictions for the future. The cited study expressed the importance
of accurately predicting the forces impacting coasts during storm events and the
change in geomorphology of the beach during such event (Grilli et al., 2017).
Oakley et al. (2020) determined Point Judith Harbor of Refuge was a sediment sink for the southern shore of Rhode Island. There are multiple o↵shore
breakwaters enclosing the Point Judith Harbor of Refuge on the southern shore
of Rhode Island near Point Judith. Sediment sources and sinks have an impact
on the longterm evolution of a beach and will play into the recovery following a
storm event by impacting the sediment available for longshore sediment transport.
Although erosion during storm events is usually caused by cross-shore transport
moving sediment o↵shore Komar (1998), the presence of longshore sediment transport impacts the amount of sediment transported or removed from a particular
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region. It should also be noted that although there is build up of sediment in
the harbor as a result of the sediment sink, this sediment contains too many fine
grained sediments to be used for most beach replenishment projects (Oakley et al.,
2020). Borrow fill material is an important aspect of many replenishment projects
such as a beach replenishment or dune restoration and must be considered during
the planning phase.
1.3.2

Related Green Hill Pond Projects

Previously, a project funded by the Rhode Island Coastal Resources Management Council (CRMC) and Friends of Green Hill Pond was conducted to analyze
the vulnerability of Green Hill Pond to coastal storms. The CRMC is a Rhode
Island state agency tasked with ”preservation, protection, and development and
where possible the restoration of the coastal areas of the state” (CRMC, 2021).
The CRMC also works to fund coastal zone research initiatives such as the Green
Hill Pond Shoreline Adaptation study. This study analyzed the impact of three
return period storms (10-year, 20-year, and 30-year) on existing dune conditions
and reconstructed dunes. Working in a multi-disciplinary team, the adaptation
study found the dunes in the area were naturally restoring themselves to their
pre-Hurricane Sandy elevations and determined a 4 m dune crest elevation above
NAVD88 in the region would help to reduce storm impact on the pond. The
10, 20, and 30-year return period storm impacts and preliminary design of the
reconstructed dune are incorporated into this thesis with the storm simulations.
Currently, a project funded by the National Fish and Wildlife Foundation (NFWF)
National Coastal Resilience Fund is in work to develop final design and permitting of a reconstructed dune determined from Green Hill Pond Adaptation Study
previously mentioned as the best method to protect the pond and community.
The NFWF National Coastal Resilience Fund helps to fund conservation projects
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which maintain natural environments while reducing the impact of storms on the
surrounding coastal communities. A part of this project is maintaining piping
plover nesting habitat while restoring the dunes to protect the Green Hill Pond
community from future storm events.
1.3.3

Modeling Dune Response with XBeach

XBeach is a morphodynamic and hydrodynamic process-based model which
has been vastly utilized to model dune and coastal response during short-term
periods (storm events). Gharagozlou et al. (2020) found a good agreement between
post-storm morphology observations and XBeach simulations of Hurricane Isabel
(2003) for a 30 km stretch of Hatteras Island in North Carolina. Harter and Figlus
(2017) found XBeach large scale two-dimensional (2-D) patterns of erosion from
Hurricane Ike on Fallet’s Island o↵ of Texas were similar to observed morphology
for the entire domain. The cited study did notice small scale erosion trends did
not follow the observed morphology as closely as the large scale and believed it
to be a result of the influence of structures, vegetation or variable geology, which
were not included in the modeling process (Harter and Figlus, 2017).
The impact of Hurricane Sandy on Bay Head, New Jersey has also been simulated using XBeach. This area has been selected as a case study location due to
a buried seawall located in Bay Head (Smallegan et al., 2016, 2017). Smallegan
et al. (2017) used XBeach to determine the impact the buried seawall had in protecting the community during Hurricane Sandy. The cited study found XBeach
was able to simulate a similar response of the dunes and seawall during Hurricane
Sandy when compared with observational data before and after the storm. The
protection from the seawall was analyzed by running simulations which did not
include the buried seawall and comparing the amount of erosion.
AlNaser (2018) simulated Hurricane Sandy in New Jersey with XBeach using
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two di↵erent approaches of incorporating vegetation (built in vegetation module
and Manning friction coefficient) and two di↵erent modes in XBeach (surfbeat and
nonhydrostatic). The cited study found better model performance when using the
surfbeat mode and found the built in vegetation module to work well for simulating
wave propagation but found it did not work well for sediment transport thus leading
to Manning friction coefficients resulting in better estimations when it came to
morphological applications (AlNaser, 2018). AlNaser (2018) also investigated the
ability of XBeach to be used to determine the damage states of a reinforced dune in
Montauk, New York during tropical storm Hermine. The cited study found XBeach
to be able to identify the di↵erent damage states associated with reinforced dunes
and that the model could simulate the morphological changes associated with
tropical storm Hermine with the sand bags in place (AlNaser, 2018).
Elsayed and Oumeraci (2017) recommend two considerations to be made when
using XBeach, the first involving the wave asymmetry and skewness term (facua)
and the second regarding the amount of force necessary to start sediment motion.
The cited study notes the importance of selecting the correct wave asymmetry and
skewness term for proper model results, Elsayed and Oumeraci (2017) found the
model to be very sensitive to this parameter (same as Schambach et al. (2018)).
Elsayed and Oumeraci (2017) also noted the force calculated by the model to initiate sediment transport was much larger than the force actually necessary and
recommended possible changes to the calculation process to correct for this problem.
1.3.4

Modeling Beach Erosion & Recovery

Modeling of beach recovery between storm events has been a recent topic of
investigation (Karunarathna et al., 2018; Pender and Karunarathna, 2013; Bodde
et al., 2017; Roelvink and Costas, 2019). A combination of statistical, empirical,
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and process based models have been used to model beach evolution following a
storm event and as a result of sea level rise (Karunarathna et al., 2018; Pender
and Karunarathna, 2013; Bodde et al., 2017; Roelvink and Costas, 2019). Energetic wave conditions pull sand o↵shore during storm events and calmer everyday
conditions work to bring sand back onshore towards the berm. This process allows
the beach to naturally start to rebuild itself. The initial recovery near the water
level can happen relatively quickly (weeks) while the dunes and further up shore
can take much longer on the time length of years (Morton et al., 1994; Houser
et al., 2015). The recovery process happens as a result of hydrodynamic sediment
transport and aeolian sediment transport, the berm and beachface are restored
primarily through hydrodynamics while the dunes rely primarily on aerodynamics
for natural restoration. Karunarathna et al. (2018) used a combination of XBeach
for storm events and the Bruun Rule modified by Dean and Houston (2016) to look
at beach evolution following a significant storm even on the coast of the United
Kingdom. The cited study found the combination of the two models was sufficient
for modeling the beach change following a storm event in this area. This method
required accurate longshore and onshore transport rates for beach evolution to be
able to accurately be calculated and is an empirical approach for determining the
evolution of the beach.
A statistical-process based approach by Pender and Karunarathna (2013) was
also considered for this thesis. This approach used a Full Temporal Simulation
(FTS) developed by Callaghan et al. (2008) as a statistical approach for everyday
wave conditions combined with XBeach for storm events. The statistical equations
in the FTS in the cited study were modified to include the process-based equations from XBeach and used a hazard assessment to determine statistical wave
conditions. This method was determined to be e↵ective when used on the coast
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of Australia for days to weeks however the method proved to have issues with
overestimation of eroded volumes.
A method by Bodde et al. (2017) which used purely XBeach was also considered in modeling the beach recovery following a storm event. This method combined two modes of XBeach (stationary and surfbeat). Stationary XBeach is a less
computationally demanding mode of XBeach that solves the wave-averaged equations but does not account for infragravity waves; surfbeat mode is an instationary
mode of XBeach that uses the wave action equation to solve for wave-group scale
motion (Roelvink et al., 2015). The cited study considered three modeling scenarios, stationary mode for both storm events and daily conditions, surfbeat mode
for both storm events and daily conditions, and stationary for daily conditions
combined with surfbeat mode for storm events. Bodde et al. (2017) found there
was not a large di↵erence when using the surfbeat for storm events and stationary
for daily conditions and using stationary for both storms and daily conditions. It
was noted that using surfbeat mode for both storms and daily conditions resulted
in the most conservative erosion estimations. Finally this method simulated only
one storm event during each year which is not realistic for the current study but
did show the ability of XBeach to simulate long daily condition durations. XBeach
and the various available modes will be explained in Chapter 2.
Ultimately, a method using the coupled XBeach-Duna process-based model
by Roelvink and Costas (2019) was selected for this thesis. This method was
selected as it combines the aeolian and hydrodynamic processes which result in
beach recovery following a storm event. The cited study is proposed by one of
the XBeach developers and is one of the reasons it was selected; XBeach has
successfully been used to model storm events on the southern shore of Rhode
Island (Schambach et al., 2018; Hayward et al., 2018; Brandes, 2020). Roelvink
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and Costas (2019) also reproduced short and longterm observations for a case study
in Praia de Faro. This case study location was also analyzed by Kombiadou et al.
(2021) using the same methodology as a the coupled XBeach-Duna model but
neglecting the wind events (running only storm and moderate wave conditions).
Kombiadou et al. (2021) simulated Praia de Faro using only the XBeach portion
of the coupled XBeach-Duna model before and after storm Emma and found the
1-D XBeach model was able to reproduce results similar to observations before and
after the storm. An analysis of various wave asymmetry and skewness parameters
and desired berm slopes were conducted and showed the model was sensitive to
both of these parameters during longterm simulations (Kombiadou et al., 2021). A
one-dimensional (1-D) approach using this coupled XBeach-Duna model method
will be used on the southern shore of Rhode Island near Green Hill Pond for
modeling the beach recovery processes in the region following Hurricane Sandy for
this study.
1.4

Case Study
Green Hill Pond is located on the southern shore of Rhode Island, U.S.A.,

near Ninigret pond shown in Figure 2; this region is the location of interest for
this thesis. There are eight lagoons located along the southern shore of Rhode
Island. This barrier system is constantly changing and prone to coastal flooding as a result of hurricanes and Nor’easterns. The barrier in front of Green
Hill Pond is approximately 1800 m long with dune height ranging from about
3 m to 5.5 m above NAVD88 across the barrier and is classified as a wavedominated mainland-segmented coast (’type 3a’) by Fitzgerald and Van Heteren
(1999). Wave-dominated barriers are vulnerable to breaching and overwash from
storm events (Fitzgerald and Van Heteren, 1999). There are no major rivers in
the area which supply sediment to the barrier system, therefore the majority of
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the sediment is supplied from erosion of headlands and from o↵shore (Boothroyd
et al., 1985).

Figure 2. State of Rhode Island, U.S.A. with a close up of the south shore; the
study location is shown in the white box on the close up of the shoreline
Inlets are formed into the coastal ponds during storm events as a result of high
water levels and energetic seas (Boothroyd et al., 1985). Following the Hurricane
of 1938, the majority of the channels into the coastal pond closed within three to
ten days of the event (Boothroyd et al., 1985). This short period of time necessary
to close the channels shows the ability of the barrier to adapt to the changing
environment and quick initial recovery process following a storm. The inlet in
Ninigret pond was stabilized in 1952 (Boothroyd et al., 1985). A few years after
the inlet was stabilized (1972) sediment began to be laterally deposited on the west
19

side of the inlet but sediment accumulated vertically on both side of the stabilized
inlet (Boothroyd et al., 1985).
The undeveloped, low-lying region on the eastern side of Green Hill Pond is the
primary focus of this thesis. This area was overtopped during Hurricane Sandy in
2012 (approximately a 25-year storm event in nearby Newport, RI) which resulted
in flooding of the pond and partial closure of the access road. This low-lying region
puts Green Hill Pond at risk for flooding during modest storm events as a result
of its relatively low profile compared to the surrounding area. Flooding during a
100-year return period storm can be seen in Figure 3.

Figure 3. STORMTOOLS water elevation for a 100-year return period storm with
0 m of sea level rise (STORMTOOLS, 2019). It can be seen there are high amounts
of flooding surrounding the pond during a 100-year return period event (8 to 10
feet).
Most of the area surrounding Green Hill Pond falls within the CERI region of
severe and extreme damage to structures during a 100-year return period (CERI,
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2019). Figure 4 shows the CERI map for the region surrounding Green Hill Pond
on the southern shore of Rhode Island. Inundation maps created as a part of the
STORMTOOLS initiative are used by the Rhode Island CRMC instead of the
FEMA FIRM maps for permitting purposes (Spaulding et al., 2020b). See Section
1.3.1 for more information on STORMTOOLS and CERI.

Figure 4. Coastal Environmental Risk Index for the area surrounding Green Hill
Pond on the southern shore of Rhode Island (CERI, 2019). There is extreme and
severe risk to structures surrounding the pond during a 100-year return period
storm.
Figure 5 shows a closer view of the study area, the blue box shows the entire
low-lying region while the red box is a developed residential area to the east. The
main focus of this thesis was on the undeveloped region in the blue box but it is
important to note the entire blue box is considered low-lying and therefore at risk
of coastal flooding during storm events.
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Figure 5. Case study location near Green Hill Pond, the red box shows the developed region just east of the undeveloped region of interest.
The undeveloped region can be seen in Figure 6, this figure shows the region
facing east and west following Hurricane Sandy. Figure 6 shows a couple of the
residential dwellings to the east and west of the undeveloped area. These residential
areas are also at risk of flooding and damage during storm events due to the lowlying nature of the area. Some of the residents in the area have worked to protect
their properties through use of dune restoration attempts and hard structures;
these restoration e↵orts can be seen below in Figure 7.
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Figure 6.
(a) East view of Green Hill Pond shoreline from the Green
Hill barrier after Hurricane Sandy in 2012. (b) West view of Green Hill
Pond Shoreline from the same location as (a) (photos from November 2012
https://hurricanesandyrisaltponds.shutterfly.com/pictures/154#154 )

Figure 7. Protection methods used by some of the residential structures in the
area east of the undeveloped region. Left: A dune restoration spanning most of
the residential area east of the undeveloped region. Right: Stone revetment put in
place by one of the residents in the same area. (Photos by Dr. Reza Hashemi)
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Seasonal and longterm morphology focused on the recovery of the Green Hill
Beach following Hurricane Sandy. In this thesis, beach and dune morphology was
analyzed from 2011 until 2018. During this period of time two major coastal storms
impacted the southern shore of Rhode Island; the first was Tropical Storm Irene in
2011 and the second was Hurricane Sandy in 2012. As a part of the Green Hill Pond
Shoreline Adaptation Study (Hashemi et al., 2020), analysis of the existing dune
system from 2011 until 2018 was conducted. This analysis showed dune elevation
changes in the area of the case study location show extreme erosion following
Hurricane Sandy and dune regrowth following Hurricane Sandy. Dr. Bryan Oakley
created elevation change maps and transect profiles for this analysis. The elevation
change map from 2012 until 2018 can be seen below in Figure 8. The elevation
change maps were created using the Raster Calculator in ESRI ArcMap v. 10.6
(Hashemi et al., 2020). This figure shows the general increase in elevation following
Hurricane Sandy and the location of the profile elevation transect in the transect
shown in Figure 9. The elevation profiles for 2011, 2012, 2014, and 2018 created
by Dr. Bryan Oakley are shown in Figure 9; here it is seen the dune experienced
large amounts of erosion in 2012 (yellow) when compared to 2011 (red) but since
then it has had a steady increase in elevation. The black transect line on this figure
shows the most recent Rhode Island state LiDAR (2018), comparing this transect
line to the red 2011 transect line, it can be seen the dune has almost returned to
its pre-Hurricane Sandy elevation. It is important to note, both Tropical Storm
Irene and Hurricane Sandy occurred in the time between when the 2011 and 2012
Rhode Island state LiDAR was taken.
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Figure 8. Elevation change between 2012 and 2018 (red shows erosion and green
shows accretion). The location near Green Hill Pond, RI where the transect in
Figure 9 can be seen in this figure. This is a part of the undeveloped, low-lying
region in front of Green Hill Pond that is of importance in the case study. (Figure
created by Dr. Bryan Oakley for Green Hill Pond Shoreline Adaptation Study
(Hashemi et al., 2020).)

Figure 9. Profile elevation for 2011 (red), 2012 (yellow), 2014 (blue), and 2018
(black) for the transect picture in Figure 8. The elevation change over time, erosion
following Hurricane Sandy and restoration following the storm event. (Figure
created by Dr. Bryan Oakley for Green Hill Pond Shoreline Adaptation Study
(Hashemi et al., 2020).)
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CHAPTER 2
Methodology
2.1

Environmental Data
Environmental data from multiple resources were used for this research focused

on the southern Rhode Island between 2011 and 2018. Wave data was analyzed
from both Wave Information Studies (WIS) station 63079 and Coastal Data Information Program (CDIP) buoy 154 (CDIP, 2021). Wind data was extracted
from two di↵erent NOAA wind station locations, the first was NOAA National
Data Buoy Center New London, CT station NLNC3 (8461490) (NOAA, 2021c)
and the second was NOAA National Data Buoy Center New London Ledge Light,
New London Harbor, CT Station LDLC3 (NOAA, 2021b). NOAA wind station
NLNC3 was used for initial analysis as the station is located on land and was the
closest nearshore wind station on land to the study site. Tide and storm surge
elevation data was analyzed from NOAA tidal station 8452660 in Newport, RI
(NOAA, 2021a). This station was selected to be analyzed due to it being the closest tidal station to the case study location. Lastly, bathymetry data was analyzed
from various Rhode Island state LiDAR surveys and was combined with NOAA
bathymetry data to create a complete grid for simulations. University of Rhode
Island Graduate School of Oceanography transect data from 1962-2017 was also
looked at to see longterm morphology in the study area. Site locations for wind
and wave data stations can be seen below in Figure 10, the red box shows the
general study location relative to the di↵erent environmental data.
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Figure 10. Environmental data station locations (NOAA NLNC3, NOAA LDLC3,
WIS station, CDIP 154, NOAA 8452660) and the general study location in relation
to the environmental data locations.
Many assumptions and simplifications were made during the wave climate
analysis for the 8 year period (2011-2018). These simplifications and assumptions
were necessary due to data gaps and computational cost.
2.1.1

Bathymetry, Topography, and Beach Profile Data

Rhode Island state LiDAR data obtained from NOAA Digital Coast was used
during the modeling process. This data includes elevation data from 2011, 2012,
2014, and the most recent state LiDAR in 2018 (USGS, 2013; USACE, 2013; USGS,
2015; USACE, 2019). The 2018 LiDAR includes a region of bathymetric data but
the other years do not include data far enough o↵shore for the model domain and
therefore was combined with the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) Coastal National
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Elevation Database (CoNED) data for o↵shore elevations. Since the focus of this
study is the dunes and nearshore regions this combination of data will not have a
significant impact on the immediate results. The USGS CoNED is a joint e↵ort
between the USGS, NOAA, and U.S. Army Corps of Engineers to provide topography and bathymetry data in the littoral zone and continental shelf (Danielson
et al., 2018). The most updated data sets are aligned vertically and horizontally
before being combined through the program to give a full data set for the area
desired.
Graduate School of Oceanography at the University of Rhode Island has been
collecting profile elevation data along the southern shore of Rhode Island since
1962 (Vinhateiro, 2012); the data collection process was started by Dr. Robert
McMaster (Vinhateiro, 2012). These transects have been utilized for various studies investigating short and longterm trends of the southern shore of Rhode Island
and their relation to di↵erent climate cycles (Davis, 2017; Vinhateiro, 2012), see
Section 1.3.1 for more detailed information the cited studies. There are six di↵erent locations spanning the length of the southern shore with focuses on the barrier
in front of coastal ponds. One of the six profiles is located on the eastern edge of
the undeveloped low-lying region of interest near the residential region, (labeled
GRH in Figure 11) and the elevation profiles for this transect from 1962 until 2017
can be seen below in Figure 12 (adapted from Davis (2017)). This figure shows the
variability of the transect over time with some of the changes in elevation over 3
m during the 55 year period around 20 m from R0 . This transect along with state
LiDAR were utilized for comparison of model results to observational data.
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Figure 11. Graduate School of Oceanography at the University of Rhode Island
profile transect location where elevation data has been collected since 1962. The
profile view for the transect labeled GRH can be seen in Figure 12, this is the
transect located closest to the case study location (Davis, 2017).

Figure 12. Profile from 1962 until 2017 for the transect labeled GRH in Figure
11. One can see large amounts of variability in elevation at the transect location
during the 55 year time period (Davis, 2017).
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A Real-Time Kinematic positioning (RTK) survey was conducted in the case
study location by Dr. Bryan Oakley on March 26, 2021 as a part of the current
NFWF National Coastal Resilience Fund project. Five transects were taken in the
undeveloped low-lying region of interest, their exact locations can be seen in Figure
13 (Dr. Bryan Oakley, personal communication, 2021). The RTK survey data was
compared with the 2018 Rhode Island state LiDAR to analyze dune changes in
the last three years. Each of the five transects plotted with the 2018 state LiDAR
can be seen in Figure 14. When comparing the two data sets, a continuation of
natural dune regrowth following Hurricane Sandy in 2012 can be seen (see Figure
9 for previous dune elevation changes in the area).

Figure 13. Locations for the five RTK survey transects collected on March 26,
2021 by Dr. Bryan Oakley. Each of these transects was compared with the 2018
Rhode Island state LiDAR and the comparisons can be seen in Figure 14 (Dr.
Bryan Oakley).
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Figure 14. RTK survey transects taken March 26, 2021 by Dr. Bryan Oakley as
a part of the NFWF National Coastal Resilience Fund project. These transects
are compared with the 2018 Rhode Island state LiDAR. One can see the general
increase in dune elevation during the roughly 3 year period between data collection.
The geographic locations for each of the transects can be found in Figure 13.
2.1.2

Sediment Analysis

A sediment grain size analysis was conducted by a group of students as a part
of their senior design project during late summer and late fall of 2019 (Amante
et al., 2020). Sediment was collected from the shoreline, berm, and dune to determine a final analysis for the median grain size in the study area. Table 2 shows
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the average median grain size (D5 0) for each location and a final average for the
beach as a whole for the two dates sediment was collected. This data shows there
is variability in the median grain size found at the study location depending on the
season in which sediment collection was done. The median grain size used for this
study was the late summer sediment grain size of 0.41 mm (fine sand based on the
Unified Soil Classification System and American Association for State Highway
and Transportation Officials) (Holtz et al., 1981).
Table 2. Average median grain size analysis for the area of Green Hill Pond. The
median grain size (D5 0) used in the modeling process was 0.41 mm (Amante et al.,
2020).

Late Summer (9/26/2021)
Late Fall (11/14/2019)
2.2

Shoreline
0.44 mm
0.57 mm

Dune
0.41 mm
0.48 mm

Berm
0.39 mm
0.47 mm

Overall Beach
0.41 mm
0.51 mm

Tide and Storm Surge Data
Tide and storm surge data was extracted and analyzed from NOAA Newport,

RI tidal station 8452660. This tidal gauge was selected due to its close location to
the case study area (the tidal station location relative to the case study location
can be seen in Figure 10). Storm surge is an important aspect of coastal storms
and raises the general water elevation nearshore. This raise in water elevation
causes waves to break closer to the shore. The importance of storm surge during
storm events can be seen when looking at the water elevation during Hurricane
Sandy where the verified water elevation is much higher than the predicted level
when considering tides alone. Figure 15 shows vast di↵erence between the predicted
(only tides, no surge included) and verified (surge included) water elevations during
Hurricane Sandy in 2012. The maximum storm surge during Hurricane Sandy was
1.63 m, this means the water elevation was 1.63 m above the predicted water
elevation and the total water elevation was 1.84 m.
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Figure 15. NOAA Newport, RI tidal station 8452660 predicted (no surge included)
and verified (surge included) water elevation comparison. This comparison shows
a maximum raise in water elevation of 1.63 m during the event.
Storm surge data was analyzed using monthly maximum water elevation data
at the same station as the tidal data (NOAA Newport, RI tidal station number
8452660). Spaulding et al. (2016) had the idea storm surge along the southern shore
of Rhode Island was relatively constant and similar to that at the NOAA Newport,
RI tide gauge. Hashemi et al. (2010) built on this idea by Spaulding et al. (2016)
and developed an artificial neural network to predict surge levels on the southern
shore of Rhode Island relative to the storm surge level reported at Newport, RI tidal
station. It was determined the storm surge on the southern shore of Rhode Island
was not that di↵erent from that in Newport, RI and therefore using the NOAA
Newport, RI tidal station number 8452660 for storm surge data near Green Hill
Pond, RI is acceptable (Hashemi et al., 2010). Figure 16 shows the maximum water
elevation for each month between 2011 and 2018, this water elevation includes tides
and thus is not only the surge level. To determine surge levels, the predicted tide
levels would have to be subtracted from the water elevation data. The average
maximum water elevation was 1.05 m and a maximum water elevation of 1.84 m
occurring during Hurricane Sandy in 2012.
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Figure 16. Monthly maximum water elevation from 2011 to 2018 at the NOAA
Newport, RI tidal station number 8452660. The average monthly maximum water
elevation was found to be 1.05 m and the maximum was found to 1.84 m during
Hurricane Sandy.
2.2.1

Wave Data

Wave data was obtained from a WIS station 63079 and CDIP buoy 154.
WIS was developed by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and provides hindcast
environmental wave and wind climate data along the United States coasts for a
35 year period (1980-2014). WIS station number 63079 was the closest station to
the case study region and was used to obtain wave climate data in the region; the
location of this station can be seen above as the red dot labeled WIS station in
Figure 10.
WIS provides significant wave height, peak wave period, mean wave period,
wind speed at a 10 m elevation, wind direction, wave direction, and directional
spread at the specified location every hour. The WIS hindcast environmental data
ended at the end of 2014, as a result, this data was combined with data from
Coastal Data Information Program (CDIP) buoy 154 located o↵ Block Island, RI.
The CDIP buoy was located further o↵shore than the WIS station and the data
had to be correlated to the location of the WIS station for analysis (Figure 10
shows the location for the CDIP buoy in relation to the WIS station). This buoy
is maintained by Scripps Institution of Oceanography and provides significant wave
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height, peak period, and mean wave direction from 2009 until present. Significant
wave height data from this buoy was extrapolated to the location of the WIS
station by comparing the significant wave height at each location during a one
year period (2013) and determining the relationship between the two locations. A
scatter plot was created to show this relationship and a linear trend fit between
the two data sets (Figure 17). The linear trend between the two data sets was
found to follow equation and R2 value:

HsW IS = 0.56HsCDIP + 0.26

(2)

R2 = 0.657

(3)

Although the relationship between the two location was not great (R2 =
0.657 ), this equation was used to extrapolate the values expected at the location of WIS station 63079 from the CDIP significant wave height data between
2015 and 2018 as it was the best option available to complete the necessary time
series of data.
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Figure 17. Correlation of WIS station significant wave height and CDIP buoy
significant wave height, the correlation factor between the two datasets was found
to be 0.81 and the trendline had the equation y = 0.56x + 0.26 (R2 = 0.657 ).
This information was used to extrapolate the CDIP buoy data to the location of
the WIS station for modeling purposes to fill the gap from 2015 to 2018.
The complete significant wave height time series used for the simulation period
can be found below in Figure 18. It is important to note, a 6 month period (October
2015 - May 2016) of wave data and a shorter 3 month period (mid-August 2017
- early December 2017) were missing from the CDIP buoy; these periods of time
were not simulated during the longterm simulations. The average significant wave
height during this time period was determined to be 1.06 m. Although the average
wave height was found to be relatively low, it is important to note large variability
of the wave heights and significant events which occurred during this period. Two
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of the significant events are labeled on Figure 18, these events are Tropical Storm
Irene and Hurricane Sandy.

Figure 18. Significant wave height at the location of the WIS station from 2011
until the end of 2018. The two main significant events during this period (Tropical
Storm Irene and Hurricane Sandy) are marked and labeled.
The main wave direction angle was determined using the WIS station data
from 2011 to 2014. The interpolation between the CDIP buoy and WIS station
location did not include wave direction or peak period. As the waves propagate
from one location to the other their main wave angle direction would change, this
was why only the WIS station data was used to determine the wave angle directions.
Using the wave rose found in Figure 19, the main wave direction was found to be
from the south and slightly from the southeast with the most prominent significant
wave heights between 0 m and 2 m.
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Figure 19. Wave rose for wave direction and significant wave height from 2011
through 2014 at the location of WIS station 63079.
A relationship between peak period and significant wave height was determined and confirmed by plotting it with the CDIP buoy peak period and significant wave heights. There is variability of the data from the equation but overall
the equation is a good fit and discrepancies can be expected due to varying sea
states. The determined relationship be can seen in Figure 20 where the horizontal lines show the discretization of the peak period values from the CDIP buoy
which in return shows the spacing of collected peak period values increases as the
period increases. Figure 20 also shows there are multiple significant wave height
values for each peak period value; this is possible due to di↵erent sea states such
as fetch-limited, duration-limited, and fully developed. A fetch-limited sea condition means the distance over which wind impacts waves is not long enough for
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the wind to provide maximum energy to the waves. Similarly, duration-limited sea
condition means the time over which wind is able to impact waves is too short for
maximum energy. A fully developed sea condition insinuates the fetch length and
duration are infinite, meaning wind blows over a large area at a relatively constant
speed for a sufficiently long duration (USACE, 2002a). To simplify the calculation
process, fully developed sea condition at the model boundary was assumed. The
peak period impacts the ocean state and the waves hitting the coast but this was
followed as a simplification to create a time series for an eight year period.

Figure 20. CDIP buoy peak period versus significant wave height with the curve
from Equation 6.
The wave period for each event at the model boundary was determined using
the relationship between peak period, significant wave height, and friction velocity
(u⇤ ) for a fully developed sea (USACE, 2002a). Equation 4 and Equation 5 from the
USACE (2002a) were used to derive the final equation used to determine the peak
period for each significant wave height at the model boundary location (Equation
6). In these equations, g is gravitational acceleration (9.81 m/s), u⇤ is the friction
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velocity, Hs is the significant wave height value, and TP is the peak period.
gHs
= 2.115x102
u2⇤

(4)

gTp
= 2.398x102
u⇤

(5)

Tp = 5.26
2.2.2

p
Hs

(6)

Wind Data

Wind data (wind speed at 10 m elevation and wind direction) was analyzed
from NOAA NDBC station NLNC3 located near New London, CT (see Figure
10 for the location of the NOAA NDBC station NLNC3 location). This station
was selected as it was the closest NOAA wind data station located nearshore to
the case study location. Wind data was needed nearshore instead of o↵shore to
represent the conditions which would be present at the model boundary and not
in the o↵shore. The wind rose for speed and wind direction measured from degrees
North for NOAA station NLNC3 can be seen below in Figure 21. This figure shows
wind in this region most commonly comes from the North with higher wind speeds
coming from the Southwest.
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Figure 21. Wind rose for wind speed and wind direction measured clockwise from
North at the New London, CT NOAA NDBC station NLNC3
Wind data from NOAA station LDLC3 was also considered during modeling.
This station is located further o↵shore than NOAA station NLNC3 but is still in
the nearshore area. The wind rose for this wind station measured from North can
be seen below in Figure 22. When comparing Figure 21 and Figure 22 it can be
seen the location of the wind station has an impact on the wind direction, the
two stations are located relatively close but have di↵erent wind directions and
wind speeds. The wind at station LDLC3 primarily comes from the Northwest
and Southwest directions versus the North and South directions seen at station
NLNC3 (Figure 21). One possible reason for the di↵ering directions is that station
NLNC3 is located near the inlet to the Thames River which could be impacting
the direction of the wind along the river.
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Figure 22. Wind rose for wind speed and wind direction measured clockwise from
North at the New London Ledge Light, near New London Harbor, CT. The wind
at this station comes primarily from the Northwest and Southwest directions.
2.3

Numerical Modeling
Three process-based models were used in this research; the three models were

SWAN (Simulating WAves Nearshore), XBeach (Roelvink et al., 2009) and coupled
XBeach-Duna (Roelvink and Costas, 2019). SWAN was used in stationary mode
to determine the wave forcing at the model boundary. Standalone XBeach was
utilized in two-dimensional (2-D) for analysis of storm impacts on the current
dune crest elevations and a restored dune in the study area. XBeach-Duna was
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used in one-dimensional (1-D) to look at the longterm beach morphology of the
study area.
2.3.1

SWAN

SWAN (Simulating WAves Nearshore) is a wave model developed by Delft
University of Technology. This model solves the spectral action balance equation
and is based on the WAM model, the equation is (SWAN, 2006):
@N
+
@t

~
x

+

h⇣
⌘ i
~ N + @C N + @C✓ N = Stot
~cg + U
@
@✓

(7)

~ is the uniform ambient current, c~g is the
where N is the action density, U
group velocity, c and c✓ are the propagation velocities in the spectral space ( ,
✓), and Stot is the source and sink term (SWAN, 2006).
This thesis utilized a stationary SWAN model to determine the significant
wave height at the nearshore. The significant wave height at the WIS station
location was used to force the SWAN models as well as the peak period calculated
using the expression previously determined for peak period (Equation 6). The
SWAN model domain can be seen in Figure 23, the red line on this figure shows
the coupled XBeach-Duna model boundary domain while the black star shows the
location of the significant wave height data.
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Figure 23. SWAN model domain, the red star represents the coupled XBeachDuna model boundary and the black star represents the location of the significant
wave height data at the WIS station location.
Twelve SWAN simulations were run to create data points for interpolation of
wave data at the coupled model boundary location. Two wave parameters were
selected to change at the SWAN boundary, these two parameters were significant
wave height and main wave direction. Six significant wave heights (1, 2, 4, 6,
8, 10 m) and two main wave angles (south and 5 degrees east of south) were
selected to be independent variables in the models; each wave height was run
with each wind speed to obtain the corresponding significant wave height at the
model boundary. This process was used to avoid the need to run many SWAN
simulations between 2011 and 2018. A changing wind speed and direction in the
model was determined unnecessary through a sensitivity analysis. When the wind
speed and wind direction were varied in the input conditions to the model, the
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output significant wave height values changed by less than 0.1 m and thus it was
determined wind could be neglected. Changing wave direction did not have a
significant impact on the calculated model boundary significant wave heights.
Table 3. SWAN simulations used to correlate WIS station location wave data
previously combined with CDIP buoy data to the wave data needed at the model
boundary. Wave direction measure clockwise (CW) from East is presented as this
is the model input, clockwise direction from North is also provided.
Simulation
1-1
1-2
1-3
1-4
1-5
1-6
2-1
2-2
2-3
2-4
2-5
2-6
2.3.2

Wave Direction
(CW from East)
90
90
90
90
90
90
103
103
103
103
103
103

Wave Direction
(CW from North)
180
180
180
180
180
180
283
283
283
283
283
283

Wave Height

Peak Period

1m
2m
4m
6m
8m
10 m
1m
2m
4m
6m
8m
10 m

5.26 s
7.45 s
10.53 s
12.89 s
14.89 s
16.65 s
5.26 s
7.45 s
10.53 s
12.89 s
14.89 s
16.65 s

XBeach

XBeach (Roelvink et al., 2009) is a numerical model which simulates morphodynamic and hydrodynamic processes for storm length events. Since its initial
release, the model can simulate e↵ects of various aspects of coastal resilience such
as vegetation, beach replenishment, artificial reefs, and reinforced dunes (Van Dongeren et al., 2013; Roelvink et al., 2015; AlNaser, 2018). Previous case studies on
the southern shore of Rhode Island presented by Schambach et al. (2018) and
Hayward et al. (2018) have shown XBeach is able to fairly simulate coastal erosion during historic storm events, provide information on potential erosion during
design storms, and potential performance of coastal protection methods in storm
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events.
The model allows users to specify di↵erent parameters to adapt each model
to a specific area and event (Roelvink et al., 2015). It also allows for analysis of
nearshore processes including overwash, erosion, and wave properties. It should be
noted, XBeach can be used for 1-D modeling and 2-D modeling; in this study both
1-D and 2-D modeling of the region will be used for initial storm event analysis
and recovery respectively.
XBeach has three di↵erent modes (stationary, surfbeat, and non-hydrostatic
mode) that can be utilized for di↵erent scenarios (Roelvink et al., 2018). Stationary
mode is recommended when waves are small and short but this mode neglects
variations in wave groups. Surfbeat mode has been found to work best when
the focus is on the swash zone and uses the wave action equations for calculations.
The non-hydrostatic mode is the most recent mode and uses a depth averaged nonhydrostatic pressure correction, this mode is more computationally demanding as a
result of needing smaller time steps and higher spatial resolution for the non-linear
equations. This thesis utilized surfbeat mode for the 2-D storm event modeling and
a combination of stationary and surfbeat mode for the 1-D longterm simulations.
The time-varying wave action balance equation solved in surfbeat mode in
XBeach is shown in Equation 8 below where, E is the wave energy, Cg is the group
velocity, C# is the refraction speed in theta space, and the sink term is the e↵ects
of bottom friction and wave breaking.
@E
@ECg,u @ECg,v @EC#
=
+
+
=
@t
@s
@n
@#

sink

(8)

When using surfbeat mode in XBeach the user can specify the number of
directional bins which will be analyzed during simulation. When specifying the
di↵erent directional bins waves from various directions will not interact with one
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another and instead their energies will be summed up. This results in smoothing
of the wave groups over large distances or spreading. To combat the smoothing
issue, wave energy can be propagated along the mean wave direction by solving the
wave direction over regular intervals. For this thesis the first method of specifying
the number of directional bins used in the computation process was selected to
allow for wave propagation over multiple directions.
For sediment transport, advection-dispersion equation is utilized in XBeach
for sediment transport computations (Equation 9). This equation takes into account the depth-averaged sediment concentration (c), the equilibrium sediment
concentration (ceq ), the local water depth (h), timescale (Ts ), and erosion.
@hc
~s = hceq hc =
+ rS
@t
Ts

hc
+ erosion
Ts

(9)

Lastly, XBeach has a sediment transport rate equation used to update the bed
level in the model. This transport rate equation is shown below in the x-direction
in Equation 10 where C is the actual sediment concentration, h is the water depth,
and ⇢ is the density.

qx = Ch⇢

di↵usion term

(10)

Model-Setup
An XBeach model was first developed for the area using Hurricane Sandy
parameters to calibrate the model to the region of interest. The input storm
parameters were then changed to correspond with a 10, 20, 30 year return period
storms for further analysis. Di↵erent dune crest elevations corresponding to various
dune restoration scenarios were also assessed as a part of the response of the beach
to the various storms. These scenarios included the existing dune conditions, and
a restored dune elevated.
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Although the dunes in the low-lying region in front of Green Hill Pond have
begun to restore themselves following Hurricane Sandy in 2012, the present conditions in this area still face a risk of overwash during a 10-year, 20-year, and
30-year return period storm. Projected sea level rise scenarios will increase this
risk of overwash. While it is not possible to prevent overtopping of the dune for
all scenarios, especially when considering sea level rise, a storm with return period of around 20-year to 30-year can be used to design a living shoreline project
(Hayward et al., 2018). As a result, a dune restoration project to raise the current
maximum dune crest elevation to 4 m (NAVD88) in the low lying dune profile on
the eastern side of the study area has been proposed as a part of the Green Hill
Pond Shoreline Adaptation study (see Section 1.3.2 for more information about
this project). A 4 m dune elevation above NAVD88 was decided upon by determining the Base Flood Elevation (BFE) for each of the return period storms for
various SLR scenarios. BFE here refers to water elevation as a result of storm
surge and the average 1% of highest waves for any storm event with a specified
return period. A figure depicting each of the BFE’s for the return period storms
(10, 20, and 30-year) was created by Dr. Annette Grilli for the Green Hill Pond
Shoreline Adaptation Study (Hashemi et al., 2020) and can be seen in Figure 24.
This figure shows the BFE for the 30-year return period storm with no sea level
rise to be just below 4 m and thus a 4 m dune was selected.
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Figure 24. BFE (m) for three sea level rise scenarios no sea level rise, 2ft, and 5
ft (upper, middle, bottom rows respectively), and for three di↵erent return period
storms, 10-year, 20-year, and 30-year (left, middle, right columns respectively)
(Hashemi et al., 2020).
The region where the dune crest would be raised can be seen below in the
black box in Figure 25. This elevated region includes part of the residential area
to the west of the undeveloped section mentioned above in Section 1.4.
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Figure 25. Top: Maximum dune elevation from the inlet into Ninigret Pond to just
past the eastern part of Green Hill Pond based on 2018 LiDAR data; the black
box shows the region where the dune should be elevated to 4 m (NADV88) for the
proposed conceptual design. Bottom: Shoreline area in front of Green Hill Pond.
The inlet into Ninigret Pond is shown on the left.
For each 2-D XBeach simulation, a rotated curvilinear grid was used. The
grid size in the x-direction varied from 20 m o↵shore to 4 m in the nearshore and
the grid size in the y-direction varied from 20 m o↵shore to 6 m in the nearshore
and onshore. This grid can be seen in Figure 26, note the grid was rotated to be in
correspondence with the necessary XBeach input requirements: positive X towards
the shoreline (cross shore), positive Y alongshore. The main input parameters for
the simulations closely followed those determined by Schambach et al. (2018) as
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the study regions were very similar. A validation of model results using Hurricane
Sandy was still conducted to ensure the model was tuned correctly. The input
parameters used to force the 2-D XBeach storm simulations can be found below
in Table 4. The spatially varying Manning coefficients used for friction in the 2D
models is the same Manning coefficients used by Schambach et al. (2018) which
were derived from the 2011 Rhode Island land use and land cover data.

Figure 26. General rotated local elevation XBeach grid used, the bathymetry file
was edited depending on the simulation being run.
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Table 4. XBeach model input parameters for the various design storm scenarios.
Parameter
nx
ny
dx (m)
dy (m)
facua
morfac
Friction

Value Used
1092
1224
20 m to 4 m
20 m to 6 m
0.3
10
Spacially varying

The standalone 2-D XBeach model as set up and forced at the o↵shore boundary with peak period, significant wave height, water elevation, and wave direction.
The time series for these parameters was set up to follow the same shape as those
from the 100-year storm previously simulated by Schambach et al. (2018) (North
Atlantic Coast Comprehensive Study (NACCS) storm 457). Peak values of significant wave height, peak period, and water elevation presented in Table 5 were used
to scale the time series used by Schambach et al. (2018) to fit the parameters for
the 10, 20, and 30-year return period storms simulated in this study. The water
elevation values are for the 95% confidence interval for water elevation for each
return period storm, this is why the values presented are higher than could be
expected.
Table 5. Peak environmental factors used to generate the time series used to force
the 2D XBeach models for each of the return period storms considered with 0 m
of sea level rise.
Storm Return Period
Significant Wave Height (m)
Peak Period (s)
Water Elevation (m)
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10 year
7.6
11.3
2.9

20 year
9
13.5
3.0

30 year
10.2
16
3.2

Dune Restoration Scenarios
For preliminary design, the current (2018) seaward dune slope was kept and
continued pondward up to a point where 4 m was reached. The total volume of
sediment needed to raise the dunes to 4 m for the region in the black box in Figure
25 was about 25,200 m3 . Once the maximum elevation was obtained, the shape of
the pond side of the dune was maintained as the elevation decreased. The design
dune has elevations slightly higher than those prior to Hurricane Sandy. Three
sample dune restoration transects and their locations in the study area can be
found in Figure 27. From this figure it can see there are some regions in this area
which require up to 1 m of fill and other which require minimal fill. Transect 1
(T1) is the transect furthest to the west, transect 2 (T2) is the transect furthest
to the east, transect 3 (T3) is located between T1 and T2.

Figure 27. Region of dune restoration (black box) and three sample transects
along the region showing the restoration to 4 m while not changing the average
dune slope at each transect on the seaward side and keeping the same general
shape of the dune on the pondward side.
This method for dune restoration was performed due to Piping Plovers
(Charadrius melodus) being present in the study area following Hurricane Sandy.
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If piping plovers were not located in the study area the dune in the area would
have been elevated by taking the current highest point and raising it to 4 m above
NAVD88 and maintaining the shape of the dune back down on both the pond and
ocean side. The Atlantic Coast population of piping plovers is federally listed as
threatened under the Endangered Species Act (USFWS 1996). This species nests
in sparsely vegetated microhabitats in coastal barriers and reach peak densities
where unvegetated sand extends from the ocean to bay ponds (Cohen et al., 2009).
Highly suitable Piping Plover nesting habitat is often created in overwash areas
after storm events that create unvegetated habitats where birds have unobstructed
walking access to the ocean or coastal ponds (Walker et al., 2019). Due to creation
of a breach in the dune following Hurricane Sandy in 2012, multiple Piping Plover
nests have been found in the region considered for dune restoration. Therefore, the
design maximum dune crest elevation was shifted pondward to avoid disturbance
to the nests and to promote future nesting by these birds. If a dune restoration
project were to be implemented in this region, it is recommended to combine it
with field monitoring of piping plover nests and vegetation in the area.
2.3.3

XBeach-Duna

Coupled XBeach-Duna (Roelvink and Costas, 2019) model combines process
based models XBeach and Duna. Duna is an process-based model for aeolian
sediment transport. The coupled model is run through the Matlab environment.
Similar to the solo XBeach model, the coupled model can utilize three modes.
The surfbeat was used when simulating storm events and stationary mode was
employed when simulating moderate conditions. Two changes were made to the 1D XBeach model to account for longshore sediment transport (longshore transport
gradient (lsgrad ) term) and erosion overprediction (bermslope term). A case study
in Praia de Faro was able to reproduce observations for short term and long term
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model scenarios, tested up to 10 years (Roelvink and Costas, 2019). This thesis
attempted to reproduce morphological observations following Hurricane Sandy on
the south shore of Rhode Island starting in 2011 (pre-Hurricane Sandy) to 2018 (8
year period) using the coupled XBeach-Duna model.
The longshore sediment transport gradient (lsgrad ) included in the model assumes the longshore transport gradient follows the same shape in the entire crossshore direction. This parameter can be determined through one of two methods.
The first method can be used if the distance of the location from where the longshore sediment transport begins is known. lsgrad can be calculated by Equation
11 if the distance from where longshore sediment transport begins is known.

= 1/distance

(11)

The second method to determine the longshore sediment transport gradient
term involves using the cross-shore volume change of a profile. This method assumes any addition of sediment (positive volume change) or loss of sediment (negative volume change) results from the longshore sediment transport and that all
sediment moving in the cross-shore directions stays within the model bounds. The
longshore sediment transport gradient can then be calculated using the following
equation:

=RR

A
Ss dtdn

(12)

t n

where

(units 1/length) is the longshore sediment transport gradient,

A is the

change in cross-shore unit volume change, Ss is the longshore sediment transport,
t denotes time, and n denotes the cross-shore direction. The e↵ect of the addition
of a longshore sediment transport gradient during longterm simulations with the
coupled XBeach-Duna model will be analyzed as a part of this thesis.
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The Duna component is written in Matlab and can be run coupled with
XBeach or on its own. Duna contains a wind model, sediment transport model,
morphodynamic model and a vegetation growth approach for dune evolution. As
a part of the wind model included in Duna, the model requires wind speed data at
a 10 m elevation, wind direction normal to the profile direction and the duration
of each wind event. A ’leeslope’ e↵ect was applied to the wind model to account
for the flow separation immediately behind the dune where the elevation drops
quickly. Vegetation has an impact on dune erosion and regrowth; as a result the
e↵ect of vegetation has been included in the Duna model, particularly its impact
on the wind field as a result of the drag. The model allows for vegetation burial
(in both XBeach and Duna) and the dying o↵ of vegetation which occurs in the
model when the vertical erosion between two Duna events is larger than 0.2 m. The
threshold velocity to cause movement of the sediments on the beach is impacted
by the grain size, density of the sediment and air, gravity, moisture content of the
sediment, and the slope of the beach profile.
The aeolian sediment transport within the model includes wind speed, threshold velocity, grain size, air density, and grain size distribution. The sediment transport is calculated using an equilibrium concentration due to wind forcing (Cu ) and
the actual sediment concentration (Cc ). A 1-D advection equation is used in the
model to model the sediment transport using the equation below:
@Cc @uCc
min(Cc , Cb )
+
=
P
@t
@x
T

(13)

where Cc is the actual suspended concentration, u is the velocity in m/s, Cb is
the empirical upper limit of concentration (about 2kg/m2 ), T is a timescale on
the order of 1 s, and P is the e↵ect of armoring (Roelvink and Costas, 2019).
Armouring occurs when the finer sediments are eroded away and the coarser sed-
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iments are left behind during storm events (also occurs during winter conditions
when wave energy is higher). This process results in less sediment being available
to transport through aeolian transport (Roelvink and Costas, 2019). The coarser
grained sediment require more wave energy and high wind speeds to move than
finer sediments and are thus more difficult to move. Numerical implementation of
the Duna model was done through the use of an upwind scheme, which is a finite
di↵erence method that uses backward di↵erences with respect to the direction in
which data is coming.
A hierarchy of environmental forcing was created to determine which type of
event would have the largest impact for each time period in the full simulation.
The wave forcing was assumed the most important facet when there was a storm
event. Wind events during calmer periods were next, and finally the moderate
wave forcing events were assumed in the rest of the simulation times. A conditional
flowchart for event classification can be see below in Figure 28. A threshold for
waves, and wind was set to determine if an event could be classified as a storm or
wind event. As there was a hierarchy of events determined if the wind speed and
significant wave height were both above their respective thresholds a storm event
was selected due to the wave forcing having a larger impact than the wind at that
time. If the significant wave height was not larger than the specified threshold the
wind speed data was checked to determine if the wind speed was greater than the
desired threshold; if it was, the event was classified as a wind event and Duna was
run, if it was not, the event was determined to be a moderate event and stationary
XBeach was run.
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Figure 28. Flowchart for event classification for the coupled XBeach-Duna model.
Thresholds for significant wave height and wind speed were selected to be 2 m and
8 m/s respectively.
The coupled XBeach-Duna model was run both with and without the Duna
component of the model. These scenarios were implemented by not including any
wind events in the input events file and only sorting the significant wave height
data into storm and moderate events. A comparison of the two scenarios will
show the impact of aeolian transport on the model’s ability to simulate longterm
morphology.
A 1-D transect was selected in the low-lying region of interest to analyze the
long term beach morphology following significant storm events, this transect aligns
with the GSO GRH transect previously discussed. This transect can be seen in
Figure 29 where the grid spacing for simulation varying from a maximum of 10 m
o↵shore to 1 m in the nearshore region and onshore. Extending the model domain
to the location of the WIS station would have resulted in more computationally
demanding simulations. Since the longterm simulations were already computationally demanding due to their long periods of time, the model boundary was moved
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closer to the shoreline and forced by SWAN wave outputs. A spatially varying
Manning friction coefficient was implemented in all of the longterm simulations
using the same friction parameters as in Schambach et al. (2018).

Figure 29. Transect location for seasonal and longterm coastal morphology simulations using coupled XBeach-Duna model. This transect is right on the edge of
the undeveloped low-lying region of interest and lines up with the GSO transect
GRH location.
A peak over threshold method was implemented to determine which durations
would be classified as moderate and storm events (Kamphuis, 2000). A 2 m o↵shore
significant wave height was selected as the peaks threshold and two additional
conditions were specified for storm consideration. This wave height threshold was
selected based on a 1-year return period storm for the combined WIS and CDIP
significant wave height data previously discussed in Section 2.2.1. The 1-year
return period storm was determined using the return period curve from 2011 to
2018 which can be seen in Figure 30.
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Figure 30. Generalized extreme value plot for the combined WIS and CDIP significant wave heights. Significant wave height values are correlated to di↵erent return
period storms, a 2 m wave height is roughly a 1-year return period storm and was
thus selected as the threshold for storm events.
Peaks had to be separated by at least 2 days (to avoid multiple peaks from the
same storm event) and events had to last at least 8 hours in duration (the time the
significant wave height was above the threshold has to be at least 8 hours). If peaks
were within 2 days of each other, the larger of the two peaks was selected as the
peak value for the entire duration. When the duration the wave height was above
the threshold was less than 8 hours, the duration and wave heights for that period
were included with the previous moderate event. The peak was considered a storm
if all three conditions were met. This conditional process is visually presented in
the flowchart in Figure 31. Implementation of the method can be seen below in
Figure 32 where the green line shows the threshold for storm events and the orange
circles show the peaks for each of the storm events classified.
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Figure 31. Flow chart representing process followed to determine if a peak was a
moderate event or storm event peak using the peak over threshold method.

Figure 32. Combined CDIP and WIS significant wave height data with peak over
threshold method applied for a 2 m wave threshold selected. Peaks were specified
to be at least 2 days apart and storms had a minimum 8 hour duration.
After each interval was classified as either a storm or moderate event, a single
significant wave height, peak period, and main wave angle was selected to represent
each event. The wave angle was randomly selected for each event between the two
main wave angles determined from the wave rose (Figure 19).
Determination of a significant wave height to represent an event is not straight
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forward, for instance, simple average of significant wave height may not be acceptable. Hurricane Sandy was used to test the single wave height used for each event.
A time series of significant wave height data at the model boundary for Hurricane Sandy (labeled on Figure 18) was used and simulated through the use of
a JONSWAP spectrum input to XBeach. Multiple XBeach parameters were calibrated during this process including the facua term. The final simulation results
for calibration were compared with the 2012 Rhode Island state LiDAR and final
parameters were decided upon for the storm events. After the time series simulation were satisfactory, the average based on energy was used to determine the best
value to represent the entire event duration. An energy comparison for wave data
was selected as coastal morphology is dependent on the wave energy impacting
the coast. Determining an average wave energy equal to the wave energy during the full time series will provide a significant wave height value to use during
simulations.
Statistical quantities were also considered to determine the single value wave
height to use during each event. Statistical quantities considered were average
significant wave height of the event, average of the top 33% significant wave heights
of the event, average of the top 50% significant wave heights of the event, and the
peak significant wave height for the event. The energy comparison was done by
calculating a value of significant wave height which would result in the same amount
of energy during as an event. Mean wave energy can be determined with Equation
14 where ⇢ is water density, g is gravity, and Hs2 is the mean of the square of each
significant wave height value in the time series.
1
E = ⇢gHs2
8

(14)

Comparing the mean energy in the time series and single wave height value
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gives Equation 15 below where Hst is the mean of the square significant wave
heights for the time series data and Hs⇤ is the mean of the significant wave height
for the single value:
2
1
1
2
⇢gHst
= ⇢g(Hs⇤ )
16
16

(15)
2

The mean of a single value will return the same value thus (Hs⇤ ) will become
(Hs⇤ )2 . Solving for H⇤s gives the final equation used to determine the single wave
height value for each event to maintain equal mean energy for time series and single
value wave heights (Equation 16).

Hs⇤

q
= Hs2

(16)

The five significant wave height values tested to represent Hurricane Sandy
can be seen below in Table 6. The wave height that led to the most similar beach
profile after storm was selected, this was the mean energy value.
Table 6. Energy and statistical parameters to determine single value representation
for Hurricane Sandy. The method with the best results in the 1D simulation was
used for each event to determine the single wave height value to use.
Rep. Parameter
Representative Single
Value Wave Height

Energy
3.70 m

Peak
7.38 m

Mean
3.40 m

Mean Top 33%
4.98 m

Mean Top 50%
4.49 m

A wind threshold of 8 m/s was selected as the threshold to classify an event
as a wind event and run the Duna model when the full coupled model was tested.
This wind threshold was selected based on determination of wind speed necessary
to produce a large enough stress to mobilize sediments on the beach. The threshold shear stress velocity (u⇤t ) was calculated using the Bagnold (1941) expression
(Equation 17) where d is the mean grain size (0.41 mm), ⇢ is the sediment density
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(2650 kg/m2 ), and C is the square root of the Shields function about 0.1 (Bagnold,
1941; Sherman and Bauer, 1993; Kok et al., 2012).


u⇤t = C gd

✓

⇢s

⇢a
⇢a

◆

0.5

(17)

After the wind speed needed to mobilize sediment based on threshold shear
stress was calculated using Equation 17 the corresponding 10 m elevation wind
speed was calculated using ’law of the wall’. This formulation is commonly used to
transform wind speed from one elevation to a di↵erent elevation. The formulation
is (Sherman and Bauer, 1993):
u⇤
uz = ln


✓

z
z0

◆

(18)

where  is the von Karman’s constant (0.40), t is the desired wind elevation (10 m),
uz is the wind speed at the desired elevation, and z0 is the roughness length (Sherman and Bauer, 1993). The roughness length was calculated using the Charnock
constant equation (Charnock, 1955) where the constant was selected to be 0.018
as recommended as a typical value by Hersbach (2011).
gz0
= constant
u2⇤

(19)

The wind and wave data full time series for the eight year period can be seen
below in Figure 33. This figure shows the threshold cuto↵ o↵ for both wind and
waves and the overlap of the two data sets. A comparison between when each
was above their respective thresholds was used to determine how each event was
classified.
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Figure 33. Full wind and wave time series for the entire simulation period of 2011
to 2018. The threshold for each data type is specified by a black line (solid for
wind and dashed for waves).
The eight year period was comprised of 123 storm events, 161 moderate events,
and 35 wind events. This breakdown for the eight year period including wind events
can be seen in Figure 34, where the simplifications of one value for significant wave
height and wind speed was selected to represent the entire event duration. In this
figure the black lines represent the wind events, red is the storm events, and blue is
the moderate events. Note, this figure has removed the two periods of time where
significant wave height data from the CDIP buoy was missing.

Figure 34. Full coupled XBeach-Duna input environmental data set. The black
lines are the wind events, red the storm events, and blue the moderate conditions
for the entire 8 year study period.
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Figure 35 shows the breakdown for the eight year period when no wind events
are included. In this figure it can be seen there are only moderate and storm
events (blue and red respectively). A comparison between simulations including
wind events and those not including wind events will be provided in the following
chapter.

Figure 35. Coupled XBeach-Duna input environmental data set for simulations
not including wind events in the modeling process.
Incorporating Tides into XBeach-Duna
Tidal data was incorporated in the coupled model using a harmonic constituent constructed tide. There are many harmonic constituents which impact
the tides in any location. The original released version of the coupled XBeachDuna model only incorporates a simple sinusoidal tide function, to improve the
tidal predictions within the model three harmonic constituents were used to reconstruct tidal data. Three harmonic constituents were used to simplify the tidal
generation process for the coupled model while still including the spring and neap
tidal cycles. The tide was reconstructed using three harmonic constituents (M2,
S2, and N2) from the Newport, RI tidal station 8452660. M2 is the principal lunar
semidiurnal harmonic, S2 is the principal solar semidiurnal harmonic, and N2 is
the larger lunar elliptic semidiurnal constituent. The amplitude, phase, and period
for these constituents at the Newport, RI station can be found in Table 7.
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Table 7. Harmonic constituent data for NOAA Newport, RI tidal station number
8452660, this information was utilized to reconstruct the predicted NOAA tide for
comparison purposes. Phase is measured from Local timezone.
Constituent
M2
S2
N2

Amplitude
(m)
0.505
0.108
0.124

Phase
(deg.)
217.3
235.0
203.6

Period
(hr)
12.42
12.00
12.66

The sinusoidal water surface elevation equation was used to reconstruct the
tidal data using the three constituents provided above:

An cos(!n t

phase)

(20)

where An is the amplitude in meters, !n is the angular frequency and phase is the
phase shift in the local timezone.
The harmonic constituents acceptably recreated the NOAA predicted tidal
data for April 2013 at the Newport, RI station, the comparison between the NOAA
predicted tide and harmonic constituent reconstructed tide can be seen in Figure
36. Di↵erences between the reconstructed predicted tide could be due to using only
three tidal constituents but for the purpose of this thesis only three constituents
were necessary to recreate the tide for modeling purposes.
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Figure 36. NOAA predicted tide for April 2013 at the Newport, RI tidal station 8452660 compared with a reconstructed tide using the harmonic constituents
provided above in Table 7 and Equation 20.
Incorporating Storm Surge into XBeach-Duna
A single value added storm surge value was incorporated to the coupled model.
A single value was selected to simplify the modeling process and improve computational time for simulations. Storm surge levels were included in the coupled model
by raising the tide level for each event by 40% of the maximum surge amounts
during the month of the event. The maximum water elevation during each event
only occurred for a small fraction of the event duration. As a result, using the
maximum surge level would cause too large of water elevations for the majority of
the event. Maximum surge levels for each event were determined by subtracting
the mean high water elevation for Newport, RI (0.659 m) from the monthly maximum water elevation. This resulted in only one surge level for each month which
was then applied to each event during that month. This method was followed for
determining surge levels as a simplification and due to data downloads available
from NOAA. The maximum water elevations used to determine the surge level for
each month can be found in Figure 16 in Section 2.2.
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Hurricane Sandy was selected to determine which percentage of the monthly
maximum surge level should be used in the modeling. Using the NOAA predicted
and verified water elevations for Hurricane Sandy the actual maximum surge level
for this event was 1.63 m and the average was found to be 0.52 m (see Figure 15 for
predicted and verified water elevations for Hurricane Sandy). To stay consistent
with maximum surge level calculations for each month, the maximum surge level
for October 2012 was found to be 1.2 m (1.836 m - 0.659 m), resulting in an average
of roughly 40% of the determined maximum surge level for Hurricane Sandy.
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CHAPTER 3
Results & Discussion
Model results from simulations will be presented in this chapter. Section 3.1
presents the SWAN simulation results which were used to determine the wave data
at the coupled XBeach-Duna model boundary. Section 3.2 contains the morphology
results from the various storm scenarios (10-year, 20-year, and 30-year storms)
for the current conditions and a reconstructed dune. The longterm morphology
simulation results can be found in Section 3.3.
3.1

SWAN Results
The relationship of correlated significant wave heights at the WIS station

location to the model boundary location can be seen in Figure 37. The wave
height values change close to linearly until the 8 m significant wave height at the
WIS station location was reached, then there was deviation from the linear trend.

Figure 37. Left: SWAN simulation significant wave heights comparison WIS station location versus the model boundary located closer to shore. Right: SWAN
model domain with location of the WIS station location (black star) and the coupled XBeach-Duna model boundary and domain (red box).
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3.2

Storm Scenario Results
A 2D XBeach model was created and utilized to determine the impact of three

storms with return periods of 10-year, 20-year, and 30-year on an undeveloped
region of Green Hill Pond for current conditions and a reconstructed dune. A
model skill assessment was conducted using Hurricane Sandy to ensure the model
was tuned correctly (Section 3.2.1), and the response of the beach was analyzed
(Section 3.2.2).
3.2.1

Model Skill Assessment

The water elevation time series used to force the Hurricane Sandy simulations
was provided from a previous ADCIRC-SWAN simulation of Hurricane Sandy in
the same region by Hayward et al. (2018) and Torres et al. (2019). The XBeach
water level data was compared with the time series of water elevation determined
at the NOAA water gauge located at Newport, RI during Hurricane Sandy in 2012
which is the closest observation point. The XBeach water elevation at the o↵shore
boundary (Figure 38) was found to be around 11% less compared to the NOAA
water gauge which seems reasonable based on previous studies about storm surge
in RI (Hashemi and Spaulding, 2017; Spaulding et al., 2020a).

Figure 38. Comparison of XBeach boundary condition for water elevation
(NAVD88) at the o↵shore boundary and the NOAA water elevation data from
the water level gauge at Newport, RI for Hurricane Sandy. The peak (1.9 m)
occurred at 23 GMT on October 29, 2012.
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To ensure that the model was forced with proper boundary conditions for
storms with various return periods, the water elevation time series in XBeach were
compared with those at the o↵shore boundary (Figure 39). The water elevation at
the o↵shore boundary for each of the design storms slightly overpredicts the maximum water elevation at the boundary which can be associated with the friction
in the domain.

Figure 39. Top: Comparison of o↵shore water elevation boundary conditions and
XBeach water elevations model for a 10-year, 20-year storm, and 30-year storms.
To assess the performance of the created XBeach model, a Hurricane Sandy
simulation was used. The 2011 and 2012 LiDAR data was extracted to approximately show the elevation changes during Hurricane Sandy because there was no
dataset to show the exact change in topography and bathymetry from Hurricane
Sandy. The elevation change map from these two sets was compared to the el-
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evation change map based on the XBeach results (Figure 40). This method has
been used in other studies in the south shore of RI (Hayward et al., 2018; Schambach et al., 2018). The XBeach model approximately simulated the magnitude
and pattern of erosion during Hurricane Sandy. Note that the LiDAR data, as
opposed to the XBeach, cannot show changes in the shoreface part of the domain
(bathymetric changes). The model slightly underestimates the amount of overwash between 2500 and 3000 in the x-direction in the top figure of Figure 40 but
in general shows similar patterns of erosion and accretion throughout. The region
of 2000 and 3000 in the x-direction of Figure 40 shows accretion in the shoreface
while the surrounding areas show erosion in this area, the accretion in this area
could be a result of o↵shore boulders causing a focus in energy in this area.
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Figure 40. Top: Elevation di↵erence pre and post Hurricane Sandy determined
from the LiDAR data collected in 2011 (before Hurricane Sandy and tropical storm
Irene) and 2012(post Hurricane Sandy). Bottom: Elevation di↵erence pre and post
Hurricane Sandy determined from the XBeach simulation of the storm. Note that
elevation changes that has occurred underwater (bathymetry) cannot be detected
using LiDAR data.
3.2.2

Response of Beach to Storms using 2-D XBeach

XBeach was used to simulate three di↵erent storm events using the current
topography around Green Hill Pond and using the design dune elevation. The
simulations were run for 10, 20, and 30-year return period storms with no sea
level rise for the current dune crest elevations in the region of interest and for the
elevated 4 m dune crests. During a coastal storm with a 10-year return period, the
reconstructed dune will still be eroded but reduce the impact of the storm. Three
transect locations across the low-lying region of interest were analyzed to determine
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the impact of the various return period storms for the current and reconstructed
dunes. The location of each of the transects can be seen in Figure 41 and the profile
transects can be seen in Figure 42. Figure 42 shows each of the three transects
before and after a 10-year storm event for the current dune crest elevations and
for the reconstructed 4 m dune elevation above NAVD88 throughout the study
area. The blue line in this figure shows the maximum water elevation across the
transects and it can be seen that the water elevation does not exceed the designed
dune elevation of 4 m. Therefore, if the dunes were nonerodable, no breaching of
the dune would occur, however the dunes were weakened near the top and erosion
occurred, allowing for overwash. A wider dune crest may help to address this issue,
it would result in more sediment necessary to be used as fill for the area. Also,
using vegetation will help to improve the resilience of the dune. Figure 42 also
shows, if nothing is done to the current dunes, they will be overtopped during a
10 year storm event and will result in a substantial amount of erosion.

Figure 41. Transect locations for the transects presented in Figure 42. These
transects are all located within the low-lying region of interest and are presented
in model coordinates rotated 90 degrees counterclockwise from Figure 26.
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Figure 42. Response of the existing and design (4.0 m) profiles to 10-year design
storm with 2-D XBeach. In both the top (transect 1), middle (transect 2), and
bottom (transect 3) plots the dashed line represents the dune elevation and shape
prior to the 10-year storm event for both the current conditions scenario and dune
restoration scenario, the solid line shoes the dune at the end of the storm event for
both scenarios. The blue line shows the maximum water elevation (BFE) during
the duration of selected design storm.
The locations for each of the three transects presented in Figure 41 were
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selected to cover the full region of interest and show the variation of impact in
storms across the whole low lying area. It can be seen in Figure 42 that T1 (red)
responded the best to the reconstructed dune and had less erosion than T2 and
T3. This could be a result of bathymetric characteristics o↵shore in the area of
T1, in Figure 41 a region of shallower water is present further o↵shore in front
of T1 than for T2 and T3, this could have an impact on the waves approaching
the shore during the event. O↵shore boulders could also impact the way waves
approach the shore causing the di↵ering performance of the dune along the region
of interest.
Response of the beach for current dune conditions and a 4 m dune crest above
NAVD88 and each design storm event can be found in Figure 43. Each case had
substantial amounts of erosion after each storm event, however, it can be seen the
4 m (NAVD88) reconstructed dune was able to reduce the amount of erosion and
damage to the beach in the region of interest when compared with the current
dune elevations at the site. There are some regions in the 20-year and 30-year
return period scenarios where more erosion occurred with the dune restoration but
these are localized areas and the overall trend shows a reduction in erosion.
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Figure 43. Elevation change for the three return period storms simulated (10,
20, and 30 year storms) for both the current dune crest elevations and the 4 m
reconstructed dune. It can be seen the 4 m reconstructed dune greatly reduced
the amount of erosion seen following each storm event when compared with the
current dune crest elevations.
3.3

Longterm Beach Morphology Modeling Results
Results from the 1-D longterm morphology simulations conducted using the

coupled XBeach-Duna model are presented in this section. Simulations were split
into two categories for two di↵erent periods of time. The first scenario did not
include wind events in the simulation process while the second scenario included
the wind events. The two periods of time considered were 2011 through Hurricane
Sandy (late 2012) and 2011 through 2018. The first period of time compared the
end of simulation profile with the 2012 LiDAR extracted profile and the second period of time compared the end of simulation profile with the 2018 LiDAR extracted
profile.
3.3.1

Results from 2011 through Hurricane Sandy (late 2012)

Simulations with no wind events from 2011 through Hurricane Sandy were
conducted to determine the model performance during the two year period. The
shorter period of time was utilized to save on computational time while tuning pa-
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rameters and observe initial model capabilities. Six combinations of wave asymmetry and skewness parameter (facua) for storm and moderate events were simulated
to determine which combination produced a final profile elevation and unit volume
change most comparable to the 2012 state LiDAR data. The six combinations can
be seen in Table 8. This table provides the simulation number, facua parameter
combination and unit volume change from starting 2011 profile. The unit volume change between the 2011 and 2012 LiDAR extracted profiles was found to be
18.9 m3 . This value was compared with the unit volume change from each facua
combination scenario.
Table 8. Combination of facua parameter for longterm coupled XBeach-Duna
simulations with no wind events from 2011 through completion of Hurricane Sandy.
Simulation five combination of facua parameters was selected to move forward with
full simulations (2011-2018).
Simulation
Number
1
2
3
4
5
6

Moderate facua
Value
0.4
0.4
0.37
0.36
0.35
0.34

Storm facua
Value
0.39
0.35
0.34
0.36
0.35
0.34

Unit Volume
Change
71.8 m3
34.3 m3
7.4 m3
28.1 m3
17.1 m3
7.5 m3

Morphodynamic changes for each of the simulations can be seen in Figure 44.
A facua of 0.35 for both storm and moderate events was found to have the closest
unit volume change between end of simulation and beginning of simulation and
overall profile shape to the 2012 LiDAR. This combination was used as a starting
point for the longer term simulations.
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Figure 44. Comparison of di↵erent combinations of facua parameter for storm and
moderate events from 2011 through Hurricane Sandy (no wind events). Ultimately
the combination in simulation five was selected to move forward with the full length
simulations.
3.4

Results from 2011 to 2018 XBeach-Duna Simulations
A facua combination of 0.35 for both storm and moderate events was used

for the no wind event simulations of the full period of interest (2011-2018) as this
combination was determined to be the best for the shorter term simulations with
no wind events included. Other combinations of facua from the no wind event
shorter period simulations were also considered to determine the impact of the
facua parameter on the longer simulation times.
No Wind Events Included
Wind events were initially not included in the simulations of 2011 to 2018.
A facua combination of 0.35 for storm and moderate events was selected to start
for the simulations from 2011 to 2018. Three other facua combinations were considered after the initial simulation was complete. Table 9 provides the di↵erent
combinations of facua parameters tested during these simulations. The unit volume change between the 2011 and 2018 state LiDAR profile transect was found
to be about 29.9 m3 . The full period simulations all resulted in an overestimation
in unit volume change which can mostly be seen by the movement of the beach
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towards the ocean.
Table 9. Simulation trails for various facua combinations for the full period of
interest (2011-2018) with no wind events included.
Simulation
Number
1
2
3
4

Moderate facua
Value
0.35
0.36
0.34
0.37

Storm facua
Value
0.35
0.36
0.34
0.34

Unit Volume
Change
75.6 m3
79.2 m3
70.3 m3
70.6 m3

The full period simulations showed general agreement in back dune profile
shape but showed discrepancies in some areas when compared with the 2018 LiDAR profile. Figure 45 shows the morphological changes resulting from the full
time period simulations. It is interesting to note, a combination of facua parameters of 0.34 for both storm and moderate events and of 0.34 and 0.37 for storm
and moderate events respectively resulted in similar results for the longer period
simulations. To stay consistent with the facua values determined in the shorter
time period simulations a facua combination of 0.35 for both storm and moderate
events was again selected to move forward for sensitivity to longshore sediment
transport gradient and berm slope.
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Figure 45. No wind event simulation results for various combinations of facua
parameters. Generally, there was found to be an overestimation of sediment deposition on the berm and dune crest elevation not reaching a high enough level at
the end.
The newest release of XBeach included an the addition of a longshore sediment
transport gradient term to the 1-D XBeach model. Both changes were tested to
determine model sensitivity to each. The longshore sediment transport gradient
term was altered between 0 and 0.0002 to determine the impact on the final results.
The results from the longshore sediment transport gradient term sensitivity
can be seen in Figure 46. This figure shows the longshore sediment transport
gradient term had a substantial impact on the model results. The corresponding
unit volume change for each scenario can be seen below in Table 10. A longshore
sediment transport gradient of 0.0001 resulted in the most similar unit volume
change to the observed unit volume change from 2011 to 2018.
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Figure 46. Results of changing longshore sediment transport gradient term for
simulation scenarios with no wind included. It can be seen the longshore sediment
transport gradient has a substantial impact on the simulation results.

Table 10. Unit volume change results from changing longshore sediment transport
gradient term for scenario with no wind and time period 2011 to 2018.
Longshore Sediment
Transport Gradient
0
0.00004
0.0001
0.0002
-0.0002

Unit Volume
Change
75.7 m3
61.5 m3
36.4 m3
-9.5 m3
232.6 m3

Wind Events Included
Wind events were added to the same combinations of facua parameters as the
simulations of 2011 to 2018 with no wind events presented above. The combinations of facua parameters can be seen below in Table 11. Graphical representation
of the morphodynamic response of the beach as a result of the coupled model
including wind can be seen in Figure 47. Including the wind events resulted in
similar problems of overestimation in unit volume change and profile extension
towards the ocean when compared with the 2018 LiDAR data as when no wind
events were included. It is important to note, the model failed when incorporating
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wind for the facua combination of 0.36 for both storm and moderate events. It is
unknown why this combination failed and should be investigated.
Table 11. Wave asymmetry and skewness combinations for simulations of 2011 to
2018 when wind events were included in the simulation process.
Simulation
Number
1
2
3

Moderate facua
Value
0.35
0.34
0.37

Storm facua
Value
0.35
0.34
0.34

Unit Volume
Change
76.8 m3
71.3 m3
70.3 m3

Figure 47. Full time period simulation results for the scenario including wind
events for various facua parameters. These simulations were compared with the
2018 LiDAR data to determine the best combination.
Similar to the no wind event scenario, the longshore sediment transport gradient term was altered to determine its impact. A facua combination of 0.35 for
both storm and moderate events was again used for the longshore sediment transport gradient term sensitivity. Similar to no wind simulation scenario, the model
was found to be sensitive to the longshore sediment transport gradient term. The
results for the various longshore sediment transport gradient terms tested can be
seen below in Figure 48. The corresponding unit volume change for each scenario
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can be found below in Table 12. A longshore sediment trasnport gradient term of
0.0001 was determined to have the most similar unit volume change and reasonably
followed the 2018 LiDAR profile.

Figure 48. Comparison of changing the longshore sediment transport gradient
term for scenario when wind events are included in the full period simulations.
The model proved to be sensitive to this term and a gradient value of 0.0001 was
found to provide the best results.

Table 12. Unit volume change results from changing longshore sediment transport
gradient term for scenario with wind and time period 2011 to 2018.
Longshore Sediment
Transport Gradient
0
0.00004
0.0001
0.0002
-0.00004
-0.0002

Unit Volume
Change
76.8 m3
59.6 m3
33.0 m3
-13.3 m3
92.3 m3
147.9 m3

The addition of a berm slope term bermslope to the newest XBeach model
release was also considered to check model sensitivity to this parameter. Three
di↵erent combinations of bermslope were considered to determine sensitivity, these
values were 0.16, 0.3, and 0.6. The results of the di↵erent bermslope terms for
the scenario when wind was included can be seen below in Figure 49. This figure
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shows the addition of the bermslope term had minimal impact on the final results.

Figure 49. Comparison of various bermslope values for scenario with wind for the
full period of interest. It can be seen this term had minimal impact on the final
simulation results.
The no wind and wind scenarios for facua 0.35 for both storm and moderate
events and a longshore sediment trasnport gradient term of 0.0001 were compared
to determine the impact including wind had on the model results. Figure 50 shows
the comparison of the two scenarios. It can be seen that there was not a substantial
di↵erence between the two scenarios however, there was a di↵erence in the berm
region. One reason for the similar results for the scenario including wind events
and the scenario not including wind events could be the wind data selected. The
specific location selected (NOAA New London, CT station NLNC3 - 8461490) is
located within a channel and as a result the wind directions are predominately
from the North instead of the southwest which is dominate on the southern shore
of Rhode Island (Boothroyd et al., 1985).
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Figure 50. Comparison of no wind and wind events being included in the coupled
model during the full time period of interest. There was not a substantial change
between the two scenarios.
To test the idea the wind data originally selected could be impacting the final
results for the scenario including wind events a simulation was developed and run
for the same general model set up as the best results presented above (lsgrad =
0.0001 and facua combination of 0.35 for both storm and moderate events) using
wind data from nearby NOAA New London Ledge Light, New London Harbor, CT
Station LDLC3 (NOAA, 2021b). This wind station is located just o↵shore of New
London just south of the original station selected. The wind rose for this wind
station can be seen in Figure 51, this wind rose shows higher wind speeds than
that at NOAA New London, CT Station NLNC3 (it is less protected o↵shore than
Station NLNC3) and a wider directional spread for wind directions. It should be
noted this wind data is still not exactly the wind observed near Green Hill Pond
but it is more comparable to what can be expected at the study site than Station
NLNC3. This issue regarding wind data could be further addressed through use of
hindcast models or global wind models, however this further assessment is outside
the scope of this thesis.
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Figure 51. Wind rose for NOAA New London Ledge Light, New London Harbot,
CT STation LDLC3. This wind data was utilized to test the idea the original wind
data may be causing wind and no wind scenario to have similar results.
Results from using the New London Lighthouse wind station (NOAA Station
LDLC3) were compared with the results presented above for NOAA wind Station
NLNC3. Figure 52 shows the results of the updated wind data compared with the
previously used wind data and the scenario not including wind events, this figure
shows the updated wind did have an impact on the final simulation results. It
can also be seen in this figure that the model was still unable to elevate the dune
crest elevation to the level observed from the 2018 LiDAR data during the recovery
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process. Volume change estimates for the three scenarios presented in Figure 52
can be found below in Table 13.

Figure 52. Comparison of simulation scenario with updated wind input from
NOAA Station LDLC3 with no wind scenario and scenario using originally analyzed wind data from NOAA STation NLNC3. Simulation results show the model
is sensitive to the wind input data.

Table 13. Unit volume change results from final results for observed from LiDAR,
scenario with no wind, and scenarios using wind data from NOAA Station NLNC3
and NOAA Station LDLC3.
Scenario
Observed
No Wind
NOAA Station NLNC3
NOAA Station LDLC3

Unit Volume Change
29.9 m3
36.4 m3
33.0 m3
29.2 m3

Figure 52 and Table 13 show updating the wind data used to generate model
input files impacted the final results of the simulations. This observation shows the
importance of carefully selecting input data and the data analysis process prior to
beginning to set up simulations. When running the model with the wind data from
NOAA Station LDLC3, the unit volume change was determined to be much closer
to the observed unit volume change (29.2 m3 and 29.9 m3 respectively). However,
it can be seen the dune crest elevation still does not reach the observed elevation
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in 2018. This could be due to the almost year long period where there was no
wave data and thus was not simulated. Figure 52 also shows the model was able
to show an overwash fan which was a result of Hurricane Sandy. The overwash fan
is located on the backside of the dune starting around cross shore distance -80 m
and is a part of the barrier adapting to new environmental conditions by shifting
landward during a significant storm event. The 2018 LiDAR transect shows the
overwash fan stays present in the area six years after Hurricane Sandy impacted
the region thus showing the longterm impact storms can have on coastal areas.
The wave data analyzed to create the time series of single value representative
results for the simulations shows hints of the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO).
NAO is a climate oscillation present in the north Atlantic region of the United
States and spans to Siberia ranging from the Arctic to the subtropical Atlantic
(Hurrell et al., 2001). NAO influences wind speed and direction over the Atlantic
through changing sea surface pressure, thus also playing a role in weather and
waves o↵shore (Hurrell et al., 2003). Davis (2017) notes an eight year periodicity
for the NAO index when using a Multitaper method on the NAO index from
Hurrell (2017). When considering future predictions of erosion and storm impact,
an accurate estimation of wave and wind climate is necessary for best model results.
In the New England area (and North Atlantic region in general), NAO must be
taken into consideration when estimating future wave and wind climates as it has
an impact on the weather patterns in the area depending on the phase (Hurrell
et al., 2001, 2003; Hurrell and Deser, 2010).
The coupled XBeach-Duna model was able to show dune regrowth following
Hurricane Sandy and show the various beach profiles during the eight year period.
There was some discrepancies between the model results and the observed LiDAR
profile data. One reason of the discrepancies could be due to the almost year long
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period where the CDIP buoy did not have wave data, resulting in about a year
that was not simulated. This problem could be addressed by using data from
other regional and global hindcast sources such as ECMWF (European Centre for
Medium-Range Weather Forecasts) or WAVEWATCH III hindcast data for the
United States. The use of global and regional hindcast models was outside the
scope of this thesis and was not done. Some of the discrepancies could have been a
result of the many assumptions and simplifications made during the data analysis
process and within the coupled model. Some of these simplifications include single
value representation of wave height and wind speed during an event, and a single
surge value for an event. These simplifications were necessary in order to create a
time series of data for modeling without too large of a computational demand.
Additional sources for uncertainty in the model results could be due to the
sediment flux at the o↵shore boundary. The coupled XBeach-Duna model is a
nearshore model, meaning sediment transport is assumed to take place only within
the model boundaries. This means there is no sediment entering the system at the
o↵shore boundary and no sediment leaving the system at the o↵shore boundary. A
regional sediment transport model could be used to determine if this assumption of
no sediment exchange outside the model boundary is acceptable. There is currently
not a regional sediment transport model for the area near the southern shore of
Rhode Island which could be used to force the coupled model; this should be an
area of future investigation.
To apply the coupled XBeach-Duna model to a specific location the wave
symmetry and skewness (facua), vegetation in the area, and the longshore sediment transport gradient (lsgrad ) must be carefully considered and assessed. Preprocessing wind and wave data time series for the time period of interest must also
be conducted.
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CHAPTER 4
Conclusion & Future Work
An undeveloped, low-lying region near Green Hill Pond on the southern shore
of Rhode Island was used as a case study location to analyze the impact of various
return period storms on the area for current conditions and a reconstructed dune.
A 10, 20, and 30-year return period were each simulated using a 2-D XBeach model
for both scenarios. It was determined increasing the dune crest elevation to 4 m
above NAVD88 would reduce the impact of these storms in the case study location.
Raising the dune crest elevation in the low lying region of interest would result in
about 25,200 m3 of fill necessary.
The same case study location was used to model the longterm coastal morphology (2011-2018) in the area using a new coupled XBeach-Duna model. A
particular focus was taken on analyzing the dune regrowth following Hurricane
Sandy in 2012. The coupled XBeach-Duna model was able to show dune regrowth
following Hurricane Sandy and show changes in beach profiles for the eight year
period. There were some discrepancies between profiles which could have been a
result of assumptions and simplifications made during the data analysis process
and within the coupled model itself (such as a single representative value for each
event, and surge levels estimated monthly not by event). These assumptions and
simplifications were necessary in order to create time series of data for and eight
year period and to limit computational time. The full simulation from 2011-2018
with the simplifications presented took about 12 to 14 hours to run on a 48GB
ram computer with 48 processors.
Two scenarios were considered for two di↵erent periods of time to determine
the impact of including wind in the simulation process and test di↵erent periods
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of time. The first scenario did not include wind events and therefore did not call
on the Duna model during simulations and only ran 1-D XBeach simulations for
the entire duration switching between storm and moderate events. The second
scenario included wind events thus utilizing the Duna component of the coupled
model. Model tuning of the wave asymmetry and skewness factor facua, longshore
sediment transport gradient term (lsgrad ), and berm slope term were conducted to
determine the best combination of these parameters for the developed 1-D model.
For the time period of 2011 through Hurricane Sandy in late 2012, a facua parameter combination of 0.35 for both storm and moderate events was determined
to produce a profile and unit volume change estimate closest to the observed data
during this period of time. A facua parameter combination of 0.35 for both storm
and moderate events was used as a starting point for the full time period of interest
(2011-2018). Three other combinations of facua parameters were also considered,
however for consistency with the shorter time period simulations the 0.35 combination was selected to move forward with model sensitivity to longshore sediment
transport and berm slope.
The model was found to be sensitive to the longshore sediment transport
gradient term added to the newest release of XBeach. This term allows the 1-D
model to include longshore sediment transport which was missing from previous
releases. A longshore sediment transport gradient term of 0.0001 was found to
produce results most similar to the observed data for both unit volume change
and general profile shape.
The newest XBeach release also included a berm slope term to minimize overestimation of erosion and accretion. The analysis of this term at this study site
determined that for this location the berm slope term did not have a substantial
impact on the final results. Other locations may have a larger impact from this
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term, more case studies in other areas would be necessary.
It was brought to attention the wind data initially selected to be used in
the model may not be the best representation of the wind observed in the region
of Green Hill Pond due to its location within a channel causing most wind to
be directed from the North. It was thought the wind data could be part of the
reason the scenarios with and without wind events were so similar. As a result,
an additional model was created and run using wind data located o↵shore of New
London, CT which had a larger directional spectrum that is more likely to be
found near Green Hill Pond. The results found the updated wind data had an
impact on the results of the model, the unit volume change was closer to that
observed between 2011 and 2018 but the dune crest elevation was still not the
same elevation as that observed in 2018. This shows the importance of selecting
data for pre-processing and the pre-processing of data for model set up as the
model is sensitive to the data input.
Many simplifications and assumptions were made during the pre-processing
and model set up for this thesis but the model showed potential in simulating
longterm beach morphology particularly in beach recovery following storm events.
Future work should be done to test the simplifications made within the methodology selected for this thesis.
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